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AS sends el
eased convenience

elections online.
AS President Elexis Mayer
said she hopes the new online

voting will reach more stu-

dents.

“There’s a lot more to compete with in the technological
age. We want to make it as easy
as possible for people to vote,”’
Mayer said.
With a turnout of approximately 1,100 ballots last year,
compared to the 7,400 students
enrolled, Mayer hopes for a
turnout of 2,500 with the establishment of online voting.

from four Web sites: the AS

Web site www. humboldt.edu/
~hsuas, HSU’s home page, the
Web registration site and by
following the link on the Academic Computing home page.
Computing

The Academic

Web site, the home page of all
the campus computer labs, will
include a flashing link leading
to the ballot.

off, he said.
Mayer said other schools
have not been able to hold AS

“My hope is that students
can’t escape voting if they are

elections online because of the
high cost of Web site set up and
design.

Mayer has worked with Peter

Cal State Stanislaus is one of

near a computer,” Mayer said.

the Library, Forbes Complex,

Mayer said online voting is
free at HSU because it already

has a banner system and secured Web site for registration.

She said Johnson and director of information technology
services Bill Cannon, among
others, have been “extraordi-

narily helpful.”
- Mayer said having the AS

elections online has inspired
the Academic Senate to consider moving its elections to an
online format.
Voter information guides
with information about the

six stations around campus:

the Natural Resources building, the second floor of the

Jolly Giant Commons, the U.C.
Quad and in front of the Student and Business

building.

Services

:

The elections will begin at

ppg
ene

NN

its elections online. To do this,
it spent $35,000 on software.

{ern

candidates will be available at

ws
.
EAL

nience, Mayer said.
The ballot will be accessible

held
has t
the few campuses tha

Pmt

coming Associated Students

Associated Students president

a
ey
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‘the elections online is corive-

Elexis Mayer

’

7

a

Another benefit of having

easy as possible for people to vote.”

6

.

technological age. We want to make it as

~e~ Cure

For the first time in HSU history, students can vote for the

“There’s a lot more to compete with in the.

~~

them to carry around ID cards.

.

past.

ee

Wha

illing in bubbles,
standing in line or
through
digging
your backpack for your identification card are a thing of the

er

er

ee

CAMPUS EDITOR

Johnson, database administrator for University Computing,
to prepare an accurate and secure method to cast a ballot. ©
Johnson said the voting procedures will be almost exactly
the same as online surveys.
Security measures, such as
a social security numinserting
number, will guarpin
ber and
antee that voters cannot vote
more than once.
back button
the d
Johnson sai
to
students
allow
will not
change votes after they are
made, however there will be an
option to finish voting later.
The system will keep results
previously answered so when
the student logs on again, voting will resume where they left

er

She said having the elections
online will get rid of one mahaving an HSU ID
jor deterrent:
card with a current registration sticker.
Mayer said since students
who live off campus do not
have meal plans, it’s rare for

am
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for better turnout because of incr
President hopes

/

ae

yeep
/

midnight Tuesday and go until
11:59 p.m. on April 25. Results _
are expected by April 26.
Candidates will debate today
and tomorrow at noon on the

U.C. Quad.
For more information, contact the AS office at 826-4221.

Latino cultures mix it up

with Celebracion Latina
tade

_ have something for ourselves to educate
Latin countries represented in
people about our culture,” Mann
Humboldt County, including Mexico, El
Salvador, Colombia, Argentina, Chile,

Peru, Puerto Rico and Panama.
language, which
h es
id
the Spanis
“Bes
is the one uniting factor, there isn’t any-

thing else that bonds us together,” Mann

Hamilton said. “That's what we're tryingto expose— the Latino culture is not

all the same. We're a diverse mix of cul-

tures, even within one country.”

in
i

i

pies Oeus
,

Hamilton said.
An Academy Award nominee for best

foreign film, “Amores Perrps,” was fea;
turedat the celebration.
A cooking demonstration was given

said
“I had a lot of fun doing this,”

speech communications senior Bill
by botany junior Maria Magno, studio Kelvin.
“Coming to an event such as this
art senior Mayra Palomera and busi- makes me more aware of intercultural
ness junior Daniela Molina.
and that there's more to life than
Thirty-five participants had the op- issues

eee

@& 6

6
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4s

84

white-bred Americana,” he said.
Other workshops included dialogue
about Puerto Rico and the plight of

and
other third world Latino countries,

aira
and Capoe
demonstrationsof Samb
cel.
anBrazi
from
— a martial arts/d
Apriln6 at
r wasié
dinneac
The celebr

page,11
see Latino

ewe wre

The idea of a weeklong celebration
came a year ago when Latinos Unidos,
then a club in its first year, decided to”
designate a week of its own.
“It seemed every group had their own
month or week. We thought we should

Ce EOE

we

president of Latinos Unidos

ee

- Mann Hamilton said there are many

Ryan Mann Hamilton

yee

Latinos Unidos, said it was a week
meant to recognize the differences
within the Latino culture and break the
stereotypes of Latino people.

people about our culture.”

oe

_ systems graduate and president of

for ourselves to educate

E

-

should have something

- “eat

diversityof the Latino culture was celebrated in a week
full of dialogue, food, music
and poetry.
The student-run event series,
Celebracién Latina, began April 2 and
ended on April 9 with a keynote address
by renowned Puerto Rican poet Piri
Thomas.
Ryan Mann Hamilton, environmental
“Whe

had their own month or
week. We thought we
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PD clips
vehicle parked in the Mai Kai

parking lot will cost less than

11:10 pm. ‘A very sini )

case of simple battery and as-

parking
slot at the Library and
Assistance was rento the Arcata Police De-

partment on the scene.

the

man was arrested for an outstanding warrant and trans-

portedto, booked
and lodged at

Humboldt County Correctional
OOS

Facility.

Eureka

1:15. a.m. Officers were un-

hateful words were etched into

Services. It is estimated to cost

a bathroom stall in Redwood

less than $400 to repair. -

and Sunset halls.

follow up with a Plant Operations employee.

10:36 a.m. The suspicious
package perched on the fountain in the Art Quad was determined to be a student's.
The package owner explained she was working on
pinhole cameras.

SN

eA

822-7039

442-2345

607 F Street, Arcata

Eureka
Ave, le
2390 Myrt
Mon: 10-3

Tue: 12-5

Wed: 10-3

Tue: 12-5 Wed: 10-3 Thur: 12-5 Fri: 12-5

24 Hour Hotline

725-5676

1:08 p.m. The toilet paper dispenser in The Depot’s men’s
restroom was attacked. Graffiti
was reported.

This Week

14

=

on

for
Harpst Street was unlocked

www.countrylivingfloristandgifts.com
1-800-827-8960 © 822-8967 © 1309 H St. © Arcata

the owner by an officer.
2:50 p.m. Marijuana was reportedly being smoked on the
stairs west of Gist Hall.
Officers were unable to locate

see

10:28 p.m. Officers unlocked
for its owner on North
a vehicle
Founders Lane.
But the keys were not inside,
as thought. So the vehicle was

$25 Per Month!
No. California & So. Oregons

relocked and the owner said

she’d try to find them another
time or place.

largest selection of free
weights. Featuring
Hammer Strength™ training
system. °

4:45 p.m. A wallet was reported stolen from the Library.

see UPD, page 10

ea me

$5 Initiation Fee +

anyone.

This Semester

i

PAS

receiving harassing and annoying phone calls. A report was
. taken.
.

GIFTS

Flowers
Special
.
}
for Special Moments

12:29 p.m. The vehicle, locked

running,

a

a

Friday, April 12

wood Manor resident reported “up tight and

& FINE

)

See

ree: ° AAA-3788

we

8:36. p.m. A Creekview/Red-

FLORIST

ee

Possible

didn’t see the car get hit, but the
large dent was evidence of such
an event.
Officers responded and took
a report.

S‘Sses

8:04 p.m. A fire alarm in Madrone Hall was activated. Officers guessed burning incense
was the culprit.

5:56 p.m. The vehicle owner

“

vated in Gist Hall was determined to be an engineer’s fault.

ew

_$:12 p.m. The fire alarm acti-

4:08 p.m. A late report was
made concerning a disturbance
involving naeenel students in
the Redwood
Sunset
and

threats were
reported.

to his room.

~
COE
eed
we Pw

being verbally harassed in the
Library.
Officers responded and
checked the area but could not
find the harasser.

ing and counted 18 missing.
The day shift was scheduled to

e Information and Educational Materials
¢ Clothing for Mom and Baby

sponded, and the drunk retired

Pe

A woman
was reported-

Wednesday, April 10
1 a.m. The custodian noticed
some decorative tiles missing
from the east side of Gist Hall.
An officer checked the build-

all services confidential

wood/Sunset halls. Officers re-

ore:

Tuesday, April 9
9:59 a.m. An emergency
evacuation exercise was conducted in the Forestry building.

_ FREE Pregnancy Testing

et

Monday, April 8

3:12.a.m. An abnormally loud

drunk was reported in Red-

ae

10:15 p.m. Graffiti depicting

10:30 p.m. There was graffiti
in the first floor men’s bathroom of Student and Business

Pregnant?
oa

whelming happy/dependent
man regarding*his behavior.

al

under citizen’s arrest for battery. Officers cited and released
the woman. °

Sel

where officers warned the over-

a

reported. A woman was placed

Think You Might Be

aes

later located in the Library

ae

There were minor injuries

SAA

able to locate the source of a
loud noise reported in the
Creekview parking lot.

~~

couldn't find his girlfriend he

became distraught. She was

-

Ave.

7:42 p.m. When a boyfriend

A woman and a man reported
being hit by a car.

1 p.m.

Myrtle

—

in

levard.
de

Thursday, April 11
12:58 a.m. Officers responded
to Redwood/Sunset Quad at the
report of a disturbance. One

Siow =
wie?“

occurred

Creekview parking lot.

,

after exiting its handicapped

speeding across L.K. Wood Bou-

as

sault

4:40 p.m. An unoccupied ve-.
hicle crashed through a fence

A

Sunday, April 7
4:56 p.m. The vandalismof a

6-CAMPUS
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Library conducts survey to improve service
Students, faculty, staff participate to inform librarians of gripes, likes
sy Cameron Lancrorp.
LUMBERJACK STAFF
f you have any brilliant
ideas
to
im-

prove the Library, now’s

was underwritten by
the Association of
Research Libraries,
said
Sharmon
Kenyon, dean of the

library.

-

Are you just aching to tell a
librarian about the unsavory

Kenyon said HSU
is one of many universities across the
country giving this

aroma on the second floor that

survey.

never seems to go away?

Cal Poly Pomona is
the only other CSU

the time to act.

Do you wish

the building

would stay open longer so you
could escape the nightly revelries of your drunken roommates?
Then complete the HSU Library Service Quality Web Survey. You can find a link to the
poll on the Library's Web site.

A printed version is also available.
“The whole goal of the survey is to try and assess what
our users think of our services,” said Mary Kay, librarian
and chair of the information
services department.
The Library paid $2,000 to

take part in the study which

“We're very interested in
what people have to say. If
people want a choice in the
library’s services, they

should complete the survey.

33

involved this semester, she
said.
Students, faculty and staff
are encouraged to participate
so librarians can statistically

gauge and compare people’s attitudes about the service they
provide, Kay said.
Some students said the survey was difficult to navigate.
’“T found the survey wasn’t
very user-friendly,” said Nicole
French, interdisciplinary studies junior. “It’s written in a way
that (the librarians) could eas-

Sharmon

Kenyon

university Library dean
The opinion poll has three
categories for each question,
which are ranked from 1 to 9 by
the participant: the minimum
level of service a library user
expects, the desired service
level of the respondent and the

arapic
sy Jan McFernin

the information during the

summer

and

As for the students, they are

perceived service performance

bf the library.

concerned with some of the

This format is designed so
the library can compare its performance against people’s expectations, Kenyon said.
In June, the Library will get

building’s dysfunctional equipment.

the survey results back and

people more available,” environmental science senior Sean
Winder said.
French said she liked the at-

ily gather information from it, ‘ also have access to other
school’s findings, she said.
and the comment space was reThe staff will then analyze
ally little.”

“The copy machines are always breaking down. Maybe

the library could make repair

a

ia a

start making

changes next falf, Kenyon said.

icae is

Aon

mosphere the Library provides
with one exception.
“The air quality is bad, unless you’re by a window,” she
said.
Student interest in the poll is
critical to the quality of the Library, Kenyon said.
“We're very interested in
what people have to say,” she
said.

- “If people want a choice in
the library’s services, they
should complete the survey.”
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MTWRF
MTWRF
MTWRF
MTWRF
MTWRF
MTWRF

0900-1150 *
0900-1150 *
1300-1550
0900-1150
0900-1150 *
1300-1550

Museum & Gallery Practices (3)

MITWR

1300-1450

Art Structure (3)

MTWRF 0900-1150

Art 105B/321
ART 108
Art 250
Art 280
Art 106/326
Art 350/359

Beg. /Int. Chonian (3)
Beg. Graphic Design (3)
Beg. Photography (3)
Beg. Jewelry (3)
_Beg./Int. Painting (3)
Int./Adv. Ceramics (3)

Art 356

Art 358

‘i

Get out of the classroom. ..make art in the Trinity Alps.
SESSION

B (JULY 2 TO ar

8)

:

MTWR 1300-1520°
MTWRE 1300-1550 *
MTWRE 0900-1150

20th Century Art (3)
Art 1041
Color and Design (3)
- Art 105C
‘" Art 122/325: « ‘Life Drawing I & II (3)
Art 337/339

Art 395

:

Photograph your friends, animals

s

“SER Rae rag

244 other beautiful stuff like trees.

Int./Adv. Photo-Trinity Alps (3)

Art in the Trinity Alps (3)

Travel to Greece, see very cool old stuff,
become terribly sophisticated and get a tan.
SUMMER SESSION IN GREECE (MAY 22 TO caaer 9)
OLED

NEE

ANE

ENE

EI

EA

AMET

SFI IS

Art 301/310

Topics in Greek, Roman & Ageean Art (3 to 4) *

Art 325

Life Drawing II (3)

Art 350/359

Int./Adv. Ceramics (3)

Art 396B

Art 396B
Art 396B

Frescoe Painting Workshop (1)

Art Preservation/Bookbinding Workshop (1)
Art Restauration Workshop (1)

:
ANAL AL
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A
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AANA
NATAL

ee
s
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can be to make art
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see how much fun it
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* Fulfills General Education Requirements

Take Graphic Design and

Ss ar

ART DEPARTMENT IS OFFERING A GREAT SELECTION OF CLASSES:

+

eee
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“

rT
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Mm:

* FOR TRINITY ALPS CLASSES CONTACT MORT SCOTT AT 826.5820

.
S
A
\ THIS SUMMER THE
‘ant

RESTRICTIONS)

r

rh

al

MAJOR

FOR ALL(NO ART

>

* FOR GREEK SESSION CONTACT JENNIFER DALSANT AT 826.5808

OPEN

e))

= ‘$O REGISTER GO TO WWW.HUMBOLDT.EDU

d
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EARN CREDITS TOWARDS YOUR DEGREE * ENJOY SMALLER CLASSES * ENROLL IN CLASSES FOR YOUR MAJOR THAT YOU WERE NOT ABLE TO TAKE DURING SPRING OR FALL SEMEST ERs. |
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@ Gretchen Kinney
© Write in Candidate (Enter candidate's name below)
Write in Candidate
name

T Carolyn Jackson
f Write in Candidate (Enter Candidate Names below)

or Write in Candidate
Names

C White in Candidate (Enter Candidate's name below)
4 Write in Candidate's
Name
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Administration, professors clash over course offerings
Proposed history, sociology classes similar those currently in NAS department, professors claim

university’s administration:
Two new: courses closely related to existing Native American courses are being offered in

both the history and sociology
departments.
Two years ago, NAS profes-

sors Kathy Hill, Joseph Dupris
and Giovannetti sent a memo to
the dean of the College of Art,
Humanities and Social Sciences, Karen Carlton, and HSU
President Alistair McCrone.
In the letter, they expressed
their concern with the hiring
of professors and the approval
of classes in other departments
that were highly similar to ones
already offered in the NAS department.
The professors said they
were worried that course offerings in the history and sociology departments could possibly supplant classes they were

these new courses.

similar, and the sociology class
would endanger enroll-

“ff this class goes,

We're just try- we're

ing to keep our de‘partment viable,”
Hiable
he said.
talking about sur-

established and stable than the
relatively young NAS department, which was created in
summer 1997.
“It’s one thing when you're at
acollege with lots of resources,
but this college has diminish-

going

ment in the
NAS depart-

to vont

if it

boycott and try to was taught,

We're pull students out

vival of our small Of there.”

he said.
Although
the sociology

department, with
David Campio ©ourse work
includes
only four profesNAS senior
chapters
sors and no partfrom two of
time faculty.”
the same books that Hill uses
The history department offor her NAS Environmental
fered a course in Federal Indian
Justice class, Carlton said the
Policy beginning last year, and
classes are very different.
the sociology department of“The first assumption is that
fered a class titled “Environthe
classes are similar, and I
mental Inequality and Globalthink that’s wrong,” Carlton
ization,” which both could supsaid.
plant existing NAS classes, acHill said her feelings were
cording to the professors.
hurt by the lack of collegial disThe sociology class was recussion before these classes
cently approved by the CAHSS
were offered in other departcouncil of chairs to become 4
ments, and she’s concerned
permanent course.
with the potential of diminishGiovannetti disagreed with
ing NAS enrollment because of
the approval of these courses,

s
Childrens Clothe

ing enrollment and resources,
so why duplicate effort?” Hill
asked.
Associated Students passed a
resolution supporting the
growth of the NAS department
on Dec, 10, presented by the Student Coalition for the Quality

and Preservation of the Native
American Studies Department.
Within the text of that resolution, AS requested that,
“HSU not decentralize the NAS
department by farming out its
curriculum to other departments.”
Coalition member and NAS
senior David Campio said the
administration is saying it
needs more student input. But
the coalition already has more
than 900 signatures on a petition stating it doesn’t want the

discussion.
If the Environmental Inequality and Globalization
class goes through and is
taught by associate sociology

professor Sheila Seshan next
semester, there will be trouble,

Campio said.
“All the students are gearing

up,” he said. “If this class goes,
we're going to boycott and try

to pull students out of there.”
Seshan said she does not
want to pick sides in the matter.

She said she will teach the

class if it is approved, but she
also respects the coalition’s

right to protest.
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Hill and Campio said there
will be a meeting with both the
sociology and NAS departments soon to work this out.
Hill said Richard Vrem, dean
of undergraduate studies, told
her if there are significant concerns, the sociology class will
be tabled until there’s time for

RANE
A
SSAA RAR

has entered the dispute between three Native American
Studies professors and the

the class syllabi were highly

“The student body has spoken out, and they don’t want
this,” Campio said.

—>oe
COP
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Anew element of dissension

Giovannetti said Hill, Dupris
and himself didn’t have any
problems with the
instructors
of

NAS department decentralized, he said.

es

NAS department.

the classes.
She said the history and sociology departments are more

eg

the enrollment of the newborn
LUMBERJACK STAFF

however, and rescinded his vote
among the other chairs of the
CAHSS after determining that

nee

already teaching,
and diminish

ON THE BOOKSTORE BALCONYqe.
LOTS OF COOL STUFF!
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2:43 a.m. Five people were
5

reported yelling in the Redwood/Sunset Quad. Officers
were unable to locate. the
screamers.
' 4:32 a.m. Some residentsof
a Canyon hall were told to

quiet down.
4:55 a.m. An ill person on
B Street requested an ambulance and received a ride to
the Mad River Community
Hospital.
12:01 p.m. A woman was reportedly struck in the head

by a football outside of Siemens Hall. She declined an

‘ambulance

but took the

7 ofBenteride to the open dage

dent. She was

|

dito

the Mad River Commu ae
Hospital bya friend.
" Sunday, April 14
os
11:42 a.m. A pipe was con- .

fiscated from Redwood and
Sunset Halls.

oe

7:46 p.m. A Club Sia

|

po:

clinic.

3 p.m. Ofticars tank a 16) Jo
‘port

on.

the

offensive

scrawlings found on the
whiteboards of dorm room

doors in Redwood
and Sunset lance.
halls,

Sterns pleads guilty
to felony charges
Former HSU official John
Sterns faces up to eight years

in prison and a possible fine of

that he suffers from schizoid
affective disorder.
Symptoms range from irrational thinking to psychosis.
His attorney, Marion Miller,

$100,000 in restitution after
pleading guilty to nine felony
maintains that the mental illcounts of forgery, intentionally
falsifying government records . ness may have plagued Sterns
for many years. She claims he
and theft by false pretenses.
could have been able to funcSterns pleaded not guilty at
tion despite his condition, but
his arraignment last fall and
that job-related stress may have
changed his plea the day before
aggravated the symptoms.
his preliminary trial hearing
Sterns is in San Quentin
was set to begin in Humboldt
State Prison where he will unCounty Superior Court.
dergo psychological evalua‘An investigation by the Unition.
versity Police Department reOn May 28, he is scheduled to
vealed that during Sterns’
return to Superior Court for a
three-year tenure as director of
status review, at which the
university advancement, he
judge will receive the psychoclaimed almost $50,000 in exlogical reports for considerpenses.
ation in his sentencing.
A CSU audit found that
“With confidence in the uniSterns claimed he raised $15
versity police department, the
million more than he actually
district
attorney’s office and
did.
the courts, the university has
The investigation also rereason to be hopeful that ultivealed information that Sterns
mately this process will render
forged signatures of adminisa proper justice,” said Sean
trators, including President
Kearns, director of communtAlistair McCrone.
cations.
Sterns recently disclosed
y
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Latino: Celebration aims to reveal that Latino culture is not all the same, but a diverse mix
=] wasn't going to serve time; | was going to make

time serve me. | was going to educate my mind. So |

sat down and wrote a book.”
Piri Thomas
Puerto Rican poet, writer
Spanish Harlem and overcoming a past
of crime and prison time.
.

of crime in Spanish Harlem, which he

pwoto ey Banwarr

Keynote speaker Piri Thomas

BARTHELEMY

closed the celebration last week.

many people who came to listen to him
speak.
:

:

Christina Accomando, assistant professor in English and ethnic studies,

said, “I’m really happy HSU had the
imagination to bring someone like Piri
here. I think it would be wonderful to
see more writers of diverse backgrounds more often — not just for one
month or week, but’make it more.of a
regular thing.”
For psychology sophomore Paula
Cedillo listening to Thomas was like listening to her own experiences.
“It made me want to write my own life
story,” Cedillo said.
Thomas said, “Poetry is you; you are

.

one of your kind. We are similar to each
other, but our fingerprints are not the
same. Behold the rainbow that is you.”

a
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Piri, a renowned poet and author, told of how he overcame a past of
crime and prison time.

calls “el barrio.”
Thomas said his mother was the person who made him proud of his skin
color.
“When I came across someone who
didn’t like my beautiful brown color, my
mother would say to me, ‘Listen,
negrito, no color is born to be superior
and no color is born to be inferior. All
the colors were born to be beautiful
decorations, like the flowers on this
earth. There’s nobody better than you,

Thomas’ story was an inspiration to

‘Zeiten

I was going to educate my mind. SoI sat
down and wrote a book.”
.
The book was Thomas’ critically acclaimed autobiography Down These
Mean Streets, a novel which Thomas
speaks of finding identity and spirit
despite racism, and the grim realities

remember, I said only maybe.’
“Mother had a fifth-grade education,
but she had a doctorate in wisdom,”
Thomas said.

ORL

“I told myself, ‘You were born a beauti-

ful negrito, Piri.’ I wasn’t going to serve
_ time; I was going to make time serve me.

-

can parm
wm RRA
REL

“I refused to give up,” Thomas said.

negrito, maybe better off on dinero, but

oN

‘band from the Bay Area, suijlied the
the Veterans Memorial Building where - music for a packed house.
Renowned
poet and writer
Piri Thodishes from a variety of Latin countries
were served. A fashion show from dif- mas closed the week with a keynote ad_ ferent countries including Mexico, Co- dress in which he read selections of his
poetry
and short stories.
lumbia and El Salvador.
Thomas also spoke of his life growThe dance followed the dinner where
ing up in the poverty-stricken barrio of
Montuno Groove, a 10-piece female salsa

a
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JMC 116 - Intro to Mass Communication (3 units)

_

MWF 1200-1250 (42477)

(WWW.KPFH.NeCT):

JMC 155/355 - KRFH Workshop
W

1700 - 18:50 (42482)

JMC 154 - Radio Production
MWEFE 1100-1150 (42481)

JMC 328 - Law of Mass Communication (3 units)

MWF 1000-1050 (44490)
JMC 332 - Responsibility in Mass Communication (3 units)
TR 1400-1520 (42493)
JMC 340 - Mass Communication History (3 units)

MWF 800-850 (42496)
© Upper-division G.Ed., Area C & D (CWT):
JMC 309 - Analyzing Mass Media Messages
TR 930-1050 (42485) or TR 1400-1520 (44484)
:

© Upper-division G.Ed., Area C:

JMC 302 - Mass Media and Popular Arts
TR 1230-1350 (42484)

JMC 150 - Desktop Publishing
TR 930-1050 (42870)
JMC 327 - Newspaper Lab

TR 13-13:50 (42492) (produce the web-version paper)

crearive WIriTine anD eDITina:
JMC 120 - Beginning Reporting (3 units)

MWF 900-950 (42478) or 1300-1350 (42479)

@ social apvocacy anD

JMC 324 - Magazine Writing (3 units)

JMC 323 - Intro to Public Relations (3 units)
MWF 1400-1450 (42489)

B summer

@ Learn TO SHOOT aND eDIT viDeo
In THE FOLLOWING CLasses:
JMC

156 - Video Production (3 units)

MW

1500-1620 (43247)

TR 1400-1520 (42490)

SOMme@STOF 2002:

JMC 134 - Photojournalism & Photoshop (3 units)

M-R 1000-1150 (30344) - SummerA

JMC 309 - Analyzing Mass Media Messages

M-R 0800- 0950 (30346) - Summer A

JMC 302 - Mass Media and Popular Arts

M-R 1000-1150 (30377) SummerB
JMC 490 - Rock Criticism/Feature Writing

M-R1200- 1350 (30347) Summer B
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HSU wins BSS case

against Arcata
The construction of a new
Behavioral
and Social Sciences
building
is still on track after a
ruling by Humboldt
County Superior Court Judge J. Michael

Brown

that

upholds

the

university’s plans.
The university was involved
in a lawsuit with the city of
Arcata over the constructionof
the building.
The city claims the the BSS
Building project has significantly changed since its 1992
Mitigated Negative Declaration
of environmental impact was

created.

Mayor (Jim) Test
Arcata community.”

Rollin Richmond was contacted
by The Arcata Eye about the
BSS decision.

“I have said that I would be
willing to explore all the op-

ahead with the BSS project,
and

officially president and would

estimate that construction
may
take place as soon as one year
from now.
However, city officials say

do my best to be sure the community is informed and con-

delphiep@humboldt.edu or call
_ Leah Seay at 822-4579.

Annual Pow Wow
this weekend

Across the county, thousands
of candles will be lit to promote
a positive body image, to encourage healthy living and help
people accept themselves and
|

the U.C. Quad.
For more information, email

others.

In support of this campaign,
the local chapter of the Delta
Phi Epsilon sorority is holding
a candlelight vigil Saturday in
commemoration of eating disorders.

A vigil will also be held on
The National Mall in Washing-

ton, D.C., as well as on dozens

The

well as members of the outlying communities. As oneof the

largest cultural events on campus, the pow wow features approximately 15 drum groups,

300 to 370 dancers and 20 to 30
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understand human communication and communicate better.
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Communication offers exciting clases that can help you
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of the elective options for the Social Advocacy or Leadership Studies minors
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No matter what your majo
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Re-

ing Program is holding its 12th
annual HSU Pow Wow this
weekend.
The pow wow is organized
and prepared each year by a
committee consisting of HSU
students, staff and faculty, as

~ for

eee

i
eee

Barber
SyaTeye

Natural

of coHege and university cam- ’ tables of arts and crafts.
puses around the nation.
The pow wow will be held in
The National Association of
the West Gym Saturday from 11
Anorexia Nervosa and Associa.m. to 7 p.m. and Sunday 10

ue
MV

Indian

source, Science and Engineer-

le

sulted,” Richmond said. “I do
look forward to working with

the

accept themselves

keep the city informed of all

future plans and activities
which might impact the town.
Incoming HSU president

and

ated Disorders is co-sponsoring
the vigil with Delta Phi Epsilon
National Sorority.
The vigil begins at 3 p.m. on

Vigil to help people

The university
has pledged to

tions for this building once
I am

officials’ will

ee

clips

several avenues still remain,
and that the battle is far from
over.
Funding for the building is
on voter approval of
contingent
a statewide $13 billion educational bond measure.
The measure is expected to
be on the November ballot.
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Comm 404: Theories of Communication Influence

Want
to get a salary increase? Intluence policy development? Protect yourself
? Learn how to influence individuals and groups, and how
against slick
you can avoid being manipulatedby others. This class can meet one of the
minor. Instructor: Michael Bruner
elective options for the Social Advocacy

The Lumberjack

a.m. to6 p.m. Admission is free.
For more information, call
826-4994.

Policy changed for
student fee refund
A new refund policy will be
effective this fall.
There are new deadlines for
refunds. Both resident and nonresident students who withdraw before the first day of instruction for the term will get
a 100 percent refund of regis-

tration fees and nonresident tuition. However, if students
withdraw during the term before Oct. 29, the refund will be
pro-rated. With these changes,
there will be no grace period for
es
a full refund once classbegin.
There are also changes to the
guidelines concerning the
change in unit load.

For more information and a
copy of the refund policy, visit
www.humboldt.edu/~fiscal/

regfees/shtml.
~ compen

sy Launa Tanxans.sy

)
y
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Comm 315: Communication

& Social Advocacy

Do you want to make the werid a better place? Learn about the
role of communication in historical and contemporary social

movements. See how you can advocate for the social sues you

See
Advocacy minor. Instructor: Laura Habn
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Comm 415: Communication a

,

do you have a deep interestin

ueaeltaaswdasee
appreciation for how communication works, including thought
about social processes, face-to-face communication, and larger
groupings. Instructor: Julie Yingling
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streets surrounding the Plaza.
The protestors were joined by the March-

hippie era. Many waved banners protest-

Protestors held hands, spoke out against

violence of all kinds and marched in the

nous melodies of trumpets

and cymbals

and people dancing wildly, giving a happier ending to an otherwise somber reason for gathering.
~ Bawarr Baaremany

Water board to review logging impacts
sy Marrnew

Mais

LUMBERJACK STAFF
he fate of Pacific Lumber/Maxxam logging
practice on Freshwater, Bear, Stitz and Jordan creeks, and the Elk River may be forever

altered Thursday.

The North Coast Regional Water Board has set up
hearings for both drainages.
These hearings are to assess if PL/Maxxam’s log-

ging practice is contributing to water quality impair-

ment. If so, the water board has planned to recommend tools it deems necessary to repair the water(AG

se

hh

checkin

mes

6

ee

Ken Miller and Jesse Noel of the Humboldt Watershed Council called upon the water board; the council is alleging that Pacific Lumber/ Maxxam is currently performing improper logging practices in
Freshwater Creek and Elk River drainage’s.
two
of t
the scope of the firs
the board,ing
ord
Accto
hearings is “whether the Regional Water Board shall

thority to halt any action it deems a threat to water

submissions of reports of waste discharge on some,
all or portions of the five watersheds.”
The regional board is comprised of nine members
appointed by the governor. Its purpose is to coordi-

disallegede
uir
charge the water board would reqthe
charger, Pacific Lumber/Maxxam, to stop all discharging activities which include timber harvest and re-

require
e Warntoer)
Officer (Susan
direct the Executiv

nate and control water quality The board has the au-

eeeeeerewmanererees

quality.

A report of waste discharge is held in place by the
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Act. The act requires
any that contribute any additional substance in a
watershed responsible to submit a report to the water
board.

During the accumulation of reports of waste dis-

ee

cut families, to aging “love children” of the

mestic policy and local logging practices.

ing Lumberjacks.
Signs then waved madly to the cacopho-

Se

ing the war in Afghanistan, foreign and do-

Pree

More than 200 people attended a peace
rally on the Arcata Plaza Friday.
from
ranged
crowd
diverse
The
mohawked high-school students, to clean-

eee

Peace rally draws pacifists, hippies, Marching Lumberjacks
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Water board:

Pending decision may halt logging

© CONTINUED
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
lated activities in the specific

To" "Ask

tan

areas.
The discharger has 120 days
to deliver a report regarding
waste discharges in specified
‘logging areas. The water board

eiataie”

would then review it for accu-

racy.
PL’s Director of Public Relations Mary Bullwinkel said,
“We don’t believe we need these
reports, our habitat conservation plan is taking care of the
water, as it is being used.”
The second hearing is to consider the same reports of waste
discharge on the Freshwater,
Stitz, Beat and Jordan creeks.
According to the staff repart
Freshwater, Stitz, Bear and Jor-

_ aquestion, please e-mail:
hsuwomen@humboldt.edu with

"Ask the Feminist"
in the subjectline!
AS

WELLSCO
BODY
PIERCING
SMOKE
SHOP

443-8566
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Second Slice ALWAYS $1.00
Pizza MEAL DEAL
Get any slice of pizza, a can of
soda, plus chips or a cookie |

$2.75
- DOUBLE DEAL
Get the same deal with any
two slices

($3.75 —
ns "25¢ each
muinicusiooeircs
Qe

ee

eee
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eee

i $8.99 | $10.99:
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and CDF, confirmed these ob-

runoff from property owned by
Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia Pacific Co., LLC and Salmon
Creek Corp., which are subsidiaries of Maxxam, Inc.
~
According
to the North Coast

servations, demonstrating that
timber harvesting and related
activities were associated with
increased land sliding and sediment generation, according to

Regional

On May 12, 1999 the EPA classified Freshwater Creek, Elk

Water

Board,

“TMDL’s are systematic assessment designed to restore the
health of a polluted body of

the staff report.
River and Eel River as being

a regulatory plan to attain

clear-cut a year will not reverse

those standards and ensure

the recovery of the watershed.

compliance with water-quality

The water board staff does not
agree with this. CDF has approved a number of plans in

sources, according to the Envi-

l-“Topping. essersstesseren dita $1.85

alleged

of agency requests on selected
Elk River THPs.
If the reports do not meet.

that amount to the pollutant’s

$1.75

the

and are considering filing head

standards, and an allocation of

‘

case

source is coming from mass

cently decided that 500 acres of

Open ‘til midnight

By THE SLICE

gust 2003.
In this

Technical reports submitted
by PL/Maxxam in response to
various orders, requirements,
requests by water board staff

tershed where CDF has re-

Friday & Saturday

Eureka
516 F St.

The TMDL will not be presented to the board until Au-

tivities.

condition of the stream. Finally a TMDL will implement

the suggested action by the water board is a total maximum
daily load.
A total maximum daily load
is a calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant
that a body of water can receive
and still meet water-quality

Arcata
1034 G St.

quality degradation,” according to the staff report.

waters directly correspond
with the increased rate of harvesting and harvest-related ac-

includes defining the desired

water board quality standards,

Smug’s Pizza

tinue to contribute to water-

negative impacts to surface

ters of nonconcurrence on all
Timber Harvest Plans the CDF
has recommended for approval

preclude further degradation.”
The water board staff report
for the hearing states, Regional
Water Board staff have filed let-

TATTOO

tershed areas that could con-

The water boards found the

impaired for sediment and siltation.
The cause of this deterioration of the watersheds was
noted ds “timber harvesting
and related activities.”
In the Freshwater Creek wa-

dan creeks, “The objective of
any interim action should be to

F

total maximum daily load, land
use activities within these wa-

water by first defining the water quality impairment. Second
to identify sources of pollution.”
The third part of the process

standards.
Also included in the execu-

tive officers summary report
was information involving the
logging practices of PL/
Maxxam and documentation of

its dialogue.
The water board states, “During the decade from 1987 to
1997, Pacific Lumber more than
quadrupled the rate of timber
harvest on its ownership in
threeof the watersheds, all but
Stitz, over the rate of harvest

ronmental Protection Agency.
“In the interim, prior to the

which occurred during the pe-

successful implementation of a

riod from 1974 to 1987.”

this watershed.
The water board is working
with PL/Maxxam to improve
monitoring of its watersheds.

The

hearings

take

place

Thursday. at 8:30 a.m. and will
go no later that 5 p.m. If neces-

sary the board has allotted time
to meet Friday during the same
time frame. A decision will be
made Friday.

eee
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Yakima stays local
sy Anos.

Brocxert

LUMBERJACK STAFF
When you look for outdoors

room for climbing.”
The merge brought new
products, Yakima absorbed
water sports company Har. mony, Hart said.

equipment, one of the brand °
Yakima
also
acquired
names available is Yakima.
Sospendrs, an inflatable life
“There are two companies
preserver
company;
for multitop care-rack carriers,
Snowwalkers, a plastic snowYakima and Thule,” said Alan
shoe company; and Rhode Gear.
Agapinan, store manager for
Yakima carries.a wide range
Northern Mountain Supply.
of products including
car racks
“They are always neck-andfor bikes, boats, surfboards,
neck

on

new

products and

= and gear, snow-

“We plan

on flexing shoes, baby jogger strollers,
In this area, Our muscles and ac- \ias trailers,

ideas.”

“The best thing about
Yakima is they're local. Being
local is more personal and
hometown,” Agapinan said.
There is no local store.
Yakima is only sold by retailers, such as Northern Mountain Supply and Adventure’s

Edge.

Yakima was created in 1979
in Yakima, Wash., Alli Noland

sold

Yakima

to

“We have similar cultures,”

said Duncan Robins, Yakima
chief executive officer. “The

people at both WaterMark and
Yakima are passionate about
outdoor activities, product innovation and the environment.
are located
Both our companies
in places where their products
are used to the limit.”
Dean

Hart, Yakima’s

vice

president of marketing said,
“Usually when a company acquires you, there are a lot of
changes. With us, it was more
like a merger.”
Yakima

employees

—-

To Aleskal
Four Professional Speakers On A Cruise Ship

a

Y CRUISE THE BETTER LIFE!

THEATER WEEKEND - euceNne, or

b}

Riverdance The Show * Eugene Actors Cabaret Show
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WOMEN'S TOUR 6/30-7/15: Excore - Dienne Herris & Carol Robertson

_ * Motivational

_* Inspirational

, °Pun

TWO CELTIC TOURS or IRELAND
en MAGICAL ISLES of SCOTLAND

}=©AUGUST 11°18, 2002 www.CruiseTheBettertite.com

Now te the time te book your epring breek travel avengomenial

Student Discounts Available!

PACIFIC NORTHWEST CRUISE
Words of Wisdom

MAY 96 - JUNE § > Carol & Henry Robertson
Tour
Royal Caribbean's Radiance of the Sea (4 night creics)
via Customer
Includes RT motorcoach transportation
‘Coachways from Bureha, end hotels en route to Seattle
$575 OUTSIDE
FROM $500 PPDO INSIDE CABIN/

from The Lumberjack:

"It's nota

customized tours - crutees - lodging - group travel

TO SERVE YOU

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS

parking permit.
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hunting permit
for an
elusive beast."

Learn more about
semester aNd

~- Mac McClary
former adviser]
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.

Jackie Schultz Escort » Henry & Carol Robertson, Host & Hostess
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Kransco

WaterMark in 2001 after seven
years of ownership.

hicinal
DIME?
|
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said, a Yakima public relations

representative in a telephone
interview from Jackson, Wyo.

SZ

on on

Arcata.

A
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in

acquiring new
properties in
the future,” Hart said. “We have
-some interest in the cycling accessory business.”
We are a hardware based
company. Destination hardware company — products to
get you somewhere and experience the outdoors,” Hart said.
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Yakima makes those too.”
_ Yakima is produced
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said. “We used
to carry Thule
components,

Something
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= “we pian on
our
flexing
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Dean Hart
vice president,
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” ties in the future.”

Agapinan

but

and gear trail-
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quiring new proper-
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only

intormation session
Humboldt State University

Natural Resources Sciences Bidg.

summer programs oom 203
at Biosphere 2. ""%°*™

For more information,
contact Prof. Steven Carison
saci@humboldt.edu

www.columbia.edu/biosphere/ca

have

larger and broader responsibilities within the company
because of the sudden expan-

sion of products. There are

more jobs than before, because

people are needed, Hart said.

Other than added responsibility, employees were not re-

ally affected, Hart said.
“We have lost no one,” Hart
said: “It’s all upsized, new jobs

created everywhere and more
+
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Clips
‘HSU student arrested during
demonstration in Beijing
Andrew Muir Elismore, HSU geology junior,
was arrested after being charged with displaying a banner in Tiananmen Square in Beijing,
and shouting slogans in support of Falun Gong.
The San Francisco Chronicle reported on a
statement issued by Ellsmore shortly after his
arrest:
“I’m merely trying to help people who have
no voice and are in desperate need of justice.

the Redwood Peace and Justice Center early Friday afternoon, spending the night at a churchin
San Francisco and will return Saturday evening.
Organizersof the event have condemned
the
Pentagon’s largest budget increase since the Cold

War saying that 46 percent of Americans federal
tax dollars are being spent on the military. ©
They claim a mass people’s movement is the
only force that can stop what they consider to be
a pro-war, racist, anti-labor offensive.
All those interested are urged to contact the
Redwood Peace and Justice Center at 826-2511 to

If we as a world society do not stand for jus-

reserve a spot on the bio-diesel peace bus.

tice, human-rights and peace, what then do we
stand for? I choose to stand no matter what the
consequences.”

First week of Judi Bari vs. FBI
brings many surprises on stand

HSU has confirmed that Ellsmore was cur-

rently enrolled this semester.
The

Associated

Press

reported

that

“Elismore's demonstration was the latest in a
series of more than a half-dozen staged in:

Tiananmen Square by foreign supporters of the

movement.”
- Falun Gong, also called Falun Dafa, encompasses a mix of traditional Chinese beliefs and
the practice of five gentle exercises which also
include meditation.
The Chinese government has called Falun
Gong evil and banned the movement in 1999
claiming it is a threat to the public.
Military police detained Associated Press

photographer, Ng Han Guan, and took him into

Open Daly © 308 2nd Sire,
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was undertaken after the bombing to depict Bari
and Cherney as bomb-carrying terrorists.
The testimony of chief investigator Oakland
Police Department Sgt. Michael Sitterud testified
that he did not involve himself in the search for

custody along with Ellsmore. Guan claims that
Elismore walked out of the Tiananmen precint

evidence. He further testified that he relied on the

after being left unsupervised and was retrieved,
according to the Associated Press report.

Doyle alleged that Bari and Cherney were at’

Guan also made clear in the report that
Elismore was not physically mistreated during
the time they were being held together.
Since being founded by Li Hongzhi in 1992,
Falun Gong has attracted tens of millions of
followers in more than 40 countries.
Practicers of Falun Gong come very diverse

Clothz

The first week of witnesses testimony aimed
to establish the time of arrest and the events immediately following the May 24, 1990 car-bomb
blast. Judi Bari and Darryl Cherney were both
victims and orginally accused of the bombing.
The plaintiffs are alleging that the FBI and Oakland Police Department mishandled the investigation into the bombing and subsequently
charged Bari and Cherney without substantial
evidence. They also allege that a smear campaign

backgrounds as the movement aspires to transcend cultural, social, economic and. national
boundaries.
—
The geology department has been informed
that Ellsmore was released. As of press time
Ellsmore was expected to arrive at the San

Francisco airport Tuesday.

Peace clubs join forces for
carpool to San Francisco rally
. The Redwood Peace and Justice Center and
the Veterans for Peace (Garberville and Arcata
chapters) have arranged for the peace bus caravan and carpool to San Francisco for a National
Peace March and Rally, a call to end War, Racism, and Poverty.

On Saturday, more than 10, 000 people from
many communities and movements are expected to join together in San Francisco and
Washington, D.C.
The peace bus and caravan are leaving from

word of FBI Special Agent Frank Doyle.
least aware of the bomb in their car. Meanwhile,
Alameda County bomb squad responder T.J.
Roumph testified that the bomb was placed under the car seat, not in the back floorboard as

Doyle has maintained. Roumph’s testimony contradicts the FBI’s conclusion

that Bari and

Cherney were aware of the bomb because of its
location in the car.
According the plaintiff, Sitterud’s testimony
was riddled with statements contradictory to his
initial findings in the investigation. He admitted
that Bari and Cherney had both notified him of
death threats they'd received, but he didn’t look
at the evidence.
An interesting spin came about in the trial
when 1990 Redwood Summer organizer Betty Ball

noted that an FBI agent attempted to question her
regarding the bombing in the fall 1990, but she
declined to do so without a lawyer present. When
Ball sought

an interview

with an attorney

present, the FBI agent was no longer available.

The defense responded to Ball’s allegations asking if she was aware that tensions were heating
up in the Persian Gulf at that time.
The civil rights lawsuit of Bari and Cherny

against the FBI and Oakland Police Department
is expected to continue until May 24 in the Oak-

land Federal Courthouse and is open.to the public.
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Sustainable

forestry comes under fire

PHOTOS
AND STORY
sy

Bannart

BantnaLamy

wo hundred protesters marched
through the Arcata Plaza Friday night
carrying signs, marching and shouting their discontent for war and America’s foreign and national policy, as well as timber harvest practices.
One sign posed the question “Is America Sustainable?” Petitions were circulated to stop the
cuttingof old-growth
trees. A large banner asked
for the local timber companies to stop clear-cutting and to act responsibly in regards to endangered species that are affected by continued log-

ging.

Forests make up one-third of California lands.
Despite all the laws and enforcement regarding
timber harvest practice, critics have much to say
about the current state of forests and the environment.
More than 97 percent of California’s original
trees (old growth) have been logged since it became a state 150 years ago. It wasn’t until the
1970s that serious attention was given to the quality of forests and logging practice.

Federal legislation imposed the Clean Water

Act, the Endangered Species Act, the National
Environmental Policy Act and the National Forest Management Act. As timber harvesting on
state and private lands saw more serious regulation, so did the foresters who made their living cutting and replanting it.

In 1973, all professional foresters in California
had to become registered and licensed.
Frank Mileham is an HSU graduate who has
worked 19 years as a forester. He is employed
with National Resources Management of Eureka.
“It’s really difficult to pass the registered pro-

fessional forester exam,” Mileham said. “The
most difficult part of being (a forester) is dealing with the different public agencies and their
different interpretations of laws. It is only becoming more difficult because the laws are becoming more complex,” Mileham said.
Sierra Pacific Industries, Pacific Lumber Co.
and Simpson Timber own significant portions
of private lands in Northern California. Anytime these companies wish to cut in California,
see Forestry,
next page

An Arcata citizen (top) on the Arcata Plaza seeks
signatures to put a measure on the ballot to stop the
logging of old-growth
trees.
A grove of protected
State

Park provides

redwood trees in Prairie
shade

and

pretection

and other

Creek

for ferns

to live.

€
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Forestry: Citizens speak out about THP process
© GONTINUED
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

they must hire a forester to prepare a timber harvest plan and
present it to the California Department of Forestry.
The plan reports often range
from 100 to 500 pages and must
be stamped by the CDF before
harvesting operations can begin.
Before approval, there is a
period where public comment
may be given.
Since 1977, the Environmen-

tal Protection Information
Council has been working to
protect the forests and endangered species of Northern California through education and

age of certified woods.
“The goal is to be responsible
and to get as much certified
timber from certified owners as
possible. Certification adds an
extra cost but we have custom-

nia Licensed Foresters Associa-

tion states that, “Over 35 million seedlings are planted each
year in California. That is

ers who are willing to pay the

seven trees for every one har-

small amount extra for certi-

“If we see red flags, we sit

site states, “As we enter the 21st

vested.”
Tim McKay, the executive director of the Northcoast Environmental Center,
said after the
second-growth.
cuts
in
Mendocino County it seems
doubtful that
the soils can effectively produce trees anymore.
Sustainability promises
to be
the challenge and the test for
the future for many critics of

down and type out a letter. It is
important citizens participate
in the public process, and that’s

century, Pacific Lumber Co. has

logging practice.

come to realize that our forests
provide more than renewable,
quality lumber products.
They are habitat for deer,
bear, spotted owls, marbled
murrelets and a variety of species such as salmon and steelhead trout.”

“There is legacy of damage
caused by mindless techniques
for extracting old growth timber in the western United
States,” McKay said. “It is a
miracle of nature that we have
any salmon left in our rivers at

litigation.

It helps prepare public comment and has filed lawsuits
against timber companies

when it feels the companies are
in violation.

were we come

in,” said Rob

Deperna of EPIC.
Timber companies and customers have made a point in the
last two decades to certify
wood. The certification extends

(,ET

The need for timber products
is not likely to disappear anytime soon, but the question persists if the forests and habitats
can handle continued harvests
and if reforestation can continue to supply consumer
needs.
The Web site for the Califor-

beyond the scope of the government and watches the logging
practice with the hope of furthering sustainability.
Chris Amaral, general manager of Almquist Lumber, said
they carry only a small percent-

fied woods,” Amaral said.
Amaral said all the wood
they buy from the Hoopa reservation is certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council. Those

businesses certified must uphold

tougher

standards

of

more responsible harvesting.
The Pacific Lumber Co. Web

all.”
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* SEXUALLY SPEAKING”
Instruments
Books & Videos

Mvens

Melinda Myers teaches human sexuality and other
courses in the psychology and women’s studies departments. She owns Good Relations, a lovers’ boutique, in Old Town Eureka and parents two boys. If

Electronics

Strings
Accessories

ginning of the relationship.
Even if your partner swears
that they have been tested and
they’re clean, people mean different things by those words.
Most people mean HIV nega-

tive when they say they’ve been
tested.
So, for example, if your new
partner says that they’ve been

tested and that they’re negative, there is a good chance they
don’t have HIV, but you really
don’t know anything about
their exposure to other STDs.

S/he probably hasn’t been
tested for chlamydia, HPV (the
virus that causes genital
warts), herpes 1 and 2, syphilis,

gonorrhea, etc.

saran

wrap

and

gloves for the first six months,
and then get thoroughly tested
together.
Playing safely doesn’t mean
sex has to be boring or uninspired.
Be aware of what the symptoms of common STDs look
like. If you see something unusual, the don’t ask, don’t tell

policy is a very bad idea,
To find out more, visit sites

like www.unspeakable.com,

ther, many people are unaware
of what they’ve been tested for
(or not) during their health visits. They aren’t exactly lying in
that case, rather are telling you
the truth, as far as they know.
It pays to be an informed con-

sumer.
Ask about what tests you’re
getting, and ask your partners,

For most people, asking these
questions ahead of time leads
to better sex, and better rela-

tionships. It isn’t a matter of a _
particular amount of time, but
rather it is about identifying
your personal values, and communicating these to your
partner(s).
Just to make it even more interesting, we can talk about
what you mean by sex.
For some people, a penis
must enter a vagina before any
behavior qualifies as sex.

permanently .attached, however.

How long should you wait

I have had students describe
some pretty steamy behavior,

This view is pretty offensive
to those of us without a penis

before having sex with a new

but who clearly believed they

partner?

were not having sex, and by extension, that they were safe.

question. For some people,
right away is fine.

This
has led to some hard lessons about the realities of bodies in contact with one another,

For others, only after marriage would sexual intercourse

regardless of what you're call-

be within their value system.
The key is to figure out what
your values are about this.
What are your goals for this
relationship? Does your part-

Enjoying sex is every
human’s birthright.
Getting clear about your values, and learning to ask about
your partners’ values are a central part of making good sex

ner feel the same way?

What potential consequences

ing it.

great.

awareness of the presence of
HIV, especially to a high risk
group such as college students,” said Cynthia Packard,
HIV testing coordinator of
Humboldt County. “It is still

there, is still being spread and

be passing it along to other
people.”
Unfortunately,

HIV

cases

cannot be tracked, but there are
650,000-900,000 people in the
United States believed to be in-

Lh epee
&

The Student Health Center
provides low-cost STD and
HIV testing.
“It’s important to increase

fected with HIV.
“By coming to get tested it
allows students to evaluate
their levelof risk of contract-

ing HIV and to make some

Ai 2 ail

LUMBERJACK STAFF

there is still a need to protect
yourself.”
“It is most important tomake
people aware of their HIV status,” said Bryce Kyburz, HSU’s
Health Educator.
“Students may have HIV and
not know it and unknowingly

changes in their lifestyle in
order to protect themselves
and the people they are with,”

ASce NS

Prastow

SAP am a>

‘STD testing available to students
sy Rasecca

Kyburz said.
The test is painless. There
are no needles and no drawing

VISIT THEJACK.ORG, YOUR FREE ONLINE
NEWS SOURCE AND FORUM FOR HSU
AND HUMBOLDT COUNTY

blood. Getting tested for HIV
is incredibly safe, Kyburz
said.

WWW, LHEJACK ORG.
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with all of those consequences?

or community resources like
the Open Door Community
Health Center, or your local
Planned Parenthood.

There isn’t an answer to that

To complicate matters fur-

to deal

~~

The short answer is you
don’t. Playing it safe is a very
good idea, especially at the be-

condoms,

Are you prepared
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truth?

go ahead?

PALE GAGA” mM.

do I know they’re telling the

exist, both good and bad, if you

Pete na

with new partners, but how

too. Know what your partner
means when they tell you
they’re negative (or positive!).
Another option is to delay
sex, or use barriers like

PR Reh

I know I’m supposed to
talk about my sexual history

i eta

Gens

you have a question you'd like answered, she can be

reached at mm3@humboldt.edu
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Don’t have
sex
in the dark.

Godwit Days

If you’re in the dark about things like safer
sex and sexually transmitted infections,
you better brighten up.
Did you know that there are over 30 STIs?
Most are easy to treat if diagnosed early.

(J

return to Arcata

Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka > 442-5709

acne

ppeureka.com

et out your boots

worms

and

northward.
More than 75 birding field

dust

off

your binoculars.

| TOFU
U
SHOP
— TOFU rarere

The seventh annual Godwit Days, a three-day spring
bird migration festival,
kicks off this weekend in
and around Arcata.
Godwit Days is named after the marbled godwit, a

:Fresh

« Baked

o
—
* Smoked

small, long-billed bird that
migrates through Humboldt
County’s bays, estuaries and

¢ Spreads

Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant

TCFU SHOP Specialty Foods, Inc. .
100 Ericson Ct. Suite 150, Arcata, CA 95521 + Phone/Fax: 707-822-7401

as they migrates

trips and

birders of all levels of skill.
All field trips begin and
end at the Arcata Community Center at 321 Community Park Drive in Arcata.

For more information and
an

itinerary

marshes.
The birds feed on the abun-

events

dant

godwitdays.com.

crustaceans

and

\ Graduation Parties On The Mezzanine

- e Herons, Ibises

e Loons and Grebés
e Pelicans, Cormorants

(Take-out menu, just phone ahead)

e Gallinaceous Birds

Coast Brewery Beers

e Cranes and Rails

www.

e Owls,
Goatsuckers
e Swifts,

Hummingbirds

— -

e Flycatchers
e Swallows

e Plovers, Oystercatcher

e Jays, Crow,
Raven

e Stilts, Sandpipers

e Nuthatches, Wrens,

Downtown Brown®, Great White

617 4th Street e Downtown Eureka
445-4480 ¢ Parking In Rear

visit

e Kingfisher,
Woodpeckers

e Waterfowl
e Hawks, Falcons

V¥ Award-winning Lost

of

fimong the 400+ birds that might be

Let’s Meet At The
Lost Coast Brewery.
V Dinner Entree Specials.

are

scheduled for the event.
Event organizers have
made efforts to attract

seen during the festival are:

(Call 445-4480 to book your party)

workshops

e Jaegers, Gulls, Terns
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eee

Dipper
e Kinglets, Gnatcatcher
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» Stay close to HSU, the

Geology professor William Miller discusses the categorizing scheme for trace
fossiis during a geology lecture series talk.

Plaza and on the bus line

Re-examining trace fossils

sy

Narnan

Rusnton

|

SCIENCE EDITOR
-Most everyone

is familiar

with fossils — preserved body
The word conjures images of

large dinosaur leg bones jutting out of geologically rich,
red Montana rock.
But what if the only record
we have of an animal, which
has existed for hundreds of
millions of years in the soft
sediment on the deep ocean
floor, is the fossilized remains

of the elaborate structure it
apparently used as a home?

What do we really know

Zoophycos fossils. Soft, fleshy

mound. The Zoophycos fossil is

body parts are rarely preserved

a conical-shaped mound that
can reach a diameter of up to 1

in the fossil record, unlike teeth
and bones.
Despite the lack of evidence,
Miller said he believes the
structures are probably created
by either a sipunculid or
echiuran worms, two extant

meter.
“In three dimensions, it looks

like a big auger blade Caltrans
might use,” Miller said.
The problem Miller has run

into describing the complex fos-

equate.
Miller suggested that revamping the classification of
trace fossils would make understanding
organisms
like
Zoophycos — known only from
its behavior — easier.

ing layers, perhaps providing a
medium for bacterial farming,
according to Miller. The end reis

a

Valley West

sils is the roughly 50-year-old
scheme for categorizing trace
fossils, which he said isn’t ad-

species that exhibit similar
building behavior.
The mystery organism
mines the nutrient rich sediment for food and deposited fecal pellets in successive, spiral-

sult

822-1909

tn

455 Union Street

is
inl
iwe

pm

HSU paleontologist suggests changes
for 50-year-old categorizing scheme

volcano-shaped
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about the obscure organism

that resided in the deep, oxygen-deficient waters?

During the summers of 1998
and 1999 professor William

LanZa ¢ Trend Line SeBasTian (secect items)

Miller,
HSU’s’
geology
department’s paleontologist
(the study of prehistoric life),
spent some time in a small

We have...

town in northern Italy investi-
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gating the wine, cheese and
some enigmatic trace fossils,
known as Zoophycos.
“You don’t have to look hard
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This Zoophycos trace fossil from the HSU geology
collection shows the signature shape of the structure
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animals that give some indication of the behavior of an organism. Footprints, trails and
burrows are typical examples.
No preserved organism has
ever actually been found in the
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New Barberyy :
2 8 3" location coming soon!

DANNY

& SEAN

Introductory special

ort barber
hair cut
fades, flat tops & regular
men's hair cuts

'
|
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ASTROLOGY
Sa lin 3
;
Rain

'

Monday through Friday ¢ 10 a.m. to7 pm.

|

Saturday
& Sunday ¢ 10 a.m. to 4 pm.

|

Student ,
Intro Rate
Readings

KHSU 90.5 PM Sunday at 10 pm» Monday at | pm
(707) 668-5408

Instead of celebrating 4/20,

astroesalinarain.com

try

1540 G St., Arcata » 822-4240 |

the Earth Day 2002 events

in Humboldt Redwoods State
Park.
The day starts at 9a.m. at the
Visitor Center in Weott.
Later, visitors will clean up
and prune the Native Species
Garden on grounds or the
Holmgren Homestead, near
Salmon Creek.
This also gives the participants a chance to learn about
flora and fauna indigenous to
the Redwood forests.
Bring gloves and a sack

NATURADE

Protein Powder

lunch. Don’t forget to wear
work clothes and comfortable

12 to 16 o2., selected varieties

shoes.

For more information, call
946-2263.

ANNIE'S
NATURALS

ANNIE’'S
HOMEGROWN

Salad
Dressing

Family Size
Shells and
Cheddar
12 02.

8 02.,

i:

selected varieties

$499

Visit our
Produce

#7

Dept!..

MOUNTAIN

z
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Burn permits are required

after May 1 and until the end of
the fire season, according to
the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection.
Residents are encouraged to

$449

burn early. Last year all warrants were suspended because

of early fire activity,
NEWMAN'S OWN

sai

Some fear the same suspension this year as early as June.
Gov. Gray Davis identified
the week of May 6 through 12

GLACEAU

Smart Water

Cookies

Every
day isa

Time again for
CDF burn permits

1.5 Wter

as Wildfire Awareness Week.
For more

information, see

www.fire.ca.gov.

Festival, composting
on deck for spring |

Farmers

Market

at The

SANTA CRUZ

Organic
Juice

With spring in our midst, gardeners ready their seedlings —
and their composting.
On May 4, CCAT will hold
beginners composting workshops, large-scale composting
seminars, in-depth scientific
compost lectures and children’s
activities at the second annual
Humboldt County Compost

LUNDBERG

a

Rice Drink

32 02.,

Festival.
Tours of CCAT
a“
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Food Not Waste will sell organic vegan food from noon to

2-7 oP
Sw

art

will be of-

fered, showcasing the appropriate technology used to cut down
on energy needs.

a

2 p.m.

Earth Machine Compost
Bins will be for sale for $25. The

ap

festival is free.
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Les Claypool and his Fearless Flying Frog Brigade perform on Saturday at the Eureka Municipie Auditorium.

Kirk
Hammett,
invited
Claypool to possibly fill the

LUMBERJACK STAFF

place of his band’s recently deceased bass player. That band,
Metallica — an experience

es Claypool is simply
all encompassing,
perhaps even epito-

lead the East Bay boys to the
reaches they’d never dreamed
of,
But these conclusions are
only natural when you meld
influences as open and wide as
Rush bassist Geddy Lee and
funk-luminary Stanley Clarke
with splashes of Metallica.
As a young man, an old high
school friend by the name of

playing the old Primus material with a lot of variations of

newer breeds.

ent Sno-Core ventures, Ozz
Fest, not to mention a late '80s

ment by fellow ex-bandmates,

the while reinventing the con-

Phish guitarist Trey Anastasio
drummer/composer
and
Stewart Copeland formerly of
The Police.

“If you would of asked me a
couple years back what I

time to record with the likesof
Tom Waits, Rush, Rage Against
The Machine, James Hetfield,
Fred Durst and Matt Stone of
South Park fame.
With a coming solo album set

recalls as “really

out.”

of free-form rock that would

pretty far as a musician, from
his most revered projects to the

with the Frog Brigade, Claypool has wildly and successfully pulled off an entire cover
of Pink Floyd’s “Animals,” all

Claypool

to be a tireless musician.

forts.
In the early ’80s he started a
band called Primate. Heard of
’em? No?
Well, the group changed the
name to Primus shortly after
and subsequently forged a path

the Frog Brigade stuff was me

A mere club show seems like
small tatters for a man whose

loud” yet “simply didn’t work

rations, surely entertaining as
much as his revered past ef-

the hip” has gotten Claypool

covers, but now there’s a whole
album of originals. It’s all
pretty eclectic. A lot of it gets
pretty out there.”
Getting out there it does, as

mizing the essence of what it is

On Saturday at the Eureka
Municiple Auditorium he hits
the stage with his newest band,
one from a vast line of collabo-

Claypool said. “For a long time,

Something that did work, and
with uncontrollable success,

was the bizarre pairing of
Claypool’s creation dubbed
Oysterhead — an accompani-

The makeshift line-up was

to a
answer
Claypool’s
promoter’s request for appearing at his New Orleans music

festival in April 2000. The result: a smashing

album and

sold-out 20-date tour.
That's old hat now. The self-

proclaimed “festival darling”
finds himself at the Muni with
his most recent collaborators,

The
gade
“I
ing

Fearless Flying Frog Briand openers Vinyl.
think Primus fans are goto be pretty excited,”

cept of being a “jam band.”
thought of the jam-band scene,
I would of said, ‘Oh well, Phish

weathered
the
original
Lolapollzooa,
Woodstock,
Family Values Tour, Two differ-

stadium tour with U2 and
Primus, all the while having

and Widespread Panic.’ But
now you’re seeing bands like
us, Galactic and Disco Biscuits

for the fall and Fearless Flying

— bands that don’t sound like
Phish or The Greatful Dead.”
Claypool focuses more on the
approach to the music rather
than the music itself.

his.

“It’s about going in and keeping your parameters wide and

amazing.
Tickets to the concert are $20

sort of free-forming, shooting

from the hip as much as possible,” Claypool said.

It seems that “shooting from

Frog Brigade shows scheduled
to explode without question,

“cross-pollination”

of

Primus atypics and current
“jam band” aesthetics, the
Richmond-born Leslie Edward
Claypool is nothing short of
in advance and $22 at the door.
at 7 p.m. For inThe show starts

formation on Vinyl, see the
next page.
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ASTROLOGY

New Barber .
if», 3" location coming soon!

i

DANNY & SEAN

:

Introductory special

ofr barber hair cut;
fades, flat tops & regular

|

men’s hair cuts

|

Monday through Friday ° 10 a.m. to7 pm.
Saturday
& Sunday °10a.m.to4
pm.

|
|

Student :

Salin .

Intro Rate

Rain

Readings
Celebrate Earth Day
in Redwood Park
Instead of celebrating 4/20,

KHSU 90.5 PM Sunday at 10 pm + Monday at | pm
(707) 668-5408

astroesalinarain.com

. try the Earth Day 2002 events
in Humboldt Redwoods State
Park.
The day starts at 9 a.m. at the

1540 G St., Arcata * 822-4240 |

EXPIRATION $-1-02

Visitor Center in Weott.

Later, visitors will clean up
and prune the Native Species
Garden on grounds or the
Holmgren Homestead, near
Salmon Creek.
This also gives the partici-

pants a chance to learn about
flora and fauna indigenous to
the Redwood forests.

NATURADE

Protein Powder

Bring gloves and a sack
lunch. Don’t forget to wear

12 to 16 o8., selected varieties

work clothes and comfortable
shoes.

-

For more information, call
946-2263.

ANNIE'S
NATURALS

ANNIE’S
HOMEGROWN

Salad
Dressing

:

80,

the fire season,

= Cheddar

$449

Residents are encouraged to
burn early. Last year all warrants were suspended because

of early fire activity.
Some fear the same suspen-

NEWMAN'S

De
pt!..
a

me

Fi

ess

}

GLACEAU

*

Smart Water

Coo
kies
10 on.,

By

os

|

sion this year as early as June.
Gov. Gray Davis identified
the week of May 6 through 12

1.5 bter

as Wildfire Awareness Week.
For more information, see

$428

$469

www.fire.ca.gov.

Festival, composting
on deck for spring |

Farmers

Market
at

agate

according to

the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection.

12 02.

$ 1°

Produce

dayisa

Burn permits are required
after May 1 and until the end of

Family Size
Shells and

am)

selected varieties

Visit our

Time again for
CDF burn permits

With spring in our midst, gardeners ready their seedlings —
and their composting.
On May 4, CCAT will hold
beginners composting workshops, large-scale composting
seminars, in-depth scientific
compost lectures and children’s
activities at the second annual
Humboldt County Compost

:
BARBARA'S

LUNDBERG

Rice Drink

ie

32 o2.,

Cereal

:

12 to 16 a2,
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Earth Machine Compost
Bins will be for sale for $25. The
festival is free.
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Auditorium.
Les Claypool and his Fearless Flying Frog Brigade perform on Saturday at the Eureka Municiple

ae
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Claypool and his brigade return

sy Pavan Aaoston
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es Claypool is simply
all encompassing,
perhaps even epitomizing the essence of what it is

to be a tireless musician.

Kirk

Hammett,

invited

Claypool to possibly fill the
place of his band’s recently deceased bass player. That band,
Metallica — an experience
Claypool recalls as “really
loud” yet “simply didn’t work
out.”

On Saturday at the Eureka

Something that did work, and

Municiple Auditorium he hits

with uncontrollable success,

the stage with his newest band,
one from a vast line of collabo-

rations, surely entertaining as
much as his revered past efforts.

In the early ’80s he started a
band called Primate. Heard of
*em? No?
Well, the group changed the
name to Primus shortly after

and subsequently forged a path

of free-form rock that would
lead the East Bay boys to the

reaches they’d never dreamed
of.
But these conclusions are
only natural when you meld

was the bizarre pairing of
Claypool’s creation dubbed
Oysterhead — an accompaniment by fellow ex-bandmates,
Phish guitarist Trey Anastasio
drummer/composer
and

Stewart Copeland formerly of
The Police.
The makeshift line-up was
a
to
answer
Claypool’s

promoter’s request for appearing at his New Orleans music
festival in April 2000. The result: a smashing album and
sold-out 20-date tour.
That’s old hat now. The self-

proclaimed “festival darling”
finds himself at the Muni with

influences as open and wide as
Rush bassist Geddy Lee and
funk-luminary Stanley Clarke
with splashes of Metallica.
As a young man, an old high

The Fearless Flying Frog Brigade and openers Vinyl.
“J think Primus fans are go-

school friend by the name of

ing

his most recent collaborators,

to

be

pretty

excited,”

Claypool said. “Fora long time,

the Frog Brigade stuff was me
playing the old Primus material with a lot of variations of
covers, but now there’s a whole
album of originals. It’s all

pretty eclectic. A lot of it gets
pretty out there.”
Getting out there it does, as

with the Frog Brigade, Claypool has wildly and successfully pulled off an entire cover
of Pink Floyd’s “Animals,” all

—

Former Primus bassist to hit the stage at the Muni in Eureka
the hip” has gotten Claypool
pretty far as a musician, from

his most revered projects to the
newer breeds.

Amere club show seems like
small tatters for a man whose
original
the
weathered
Lolapolizooa,
Woodstock,
Family Values Tour, Two different Sno-Core ventures, 0zz
Fest, not to mention a late ’80s

us, Galactic and Disco Biscuits

stadium tour with U2 and
Primus, all the while having
time to record with the likes of
Tom Waits, Rush, Rage Against
The Machine, James Hetfield,
Fred Durst and Matt Stone of
South Park fame.
With a coming solo album set
for the fall and Fearless Flying
Frog Brigade shows scheduled
to explode without question,

— bands that don’t sound like

his.

the while reinventing the concept of being a “jam band.”

“If you would of asked me a
couple years back what I
thought of the jam-band scene,
I would of said, ‘Oh well, Phish
and Widespread

Panic.’ But

now you’re seeing bands like

Phish or The Greatful Dead.”
Claypool focuses more on the

approach to the music rather
than the music itself.
“It’s about going in and keep-

ing your parameters wide and
sort of free-forming, shooting
from the hip as much as possible,” Claypool said.
It seems that “shooting from

“cross-pollination”

of

Primus atypics and current
“jam band” aesthetics, the
Richmond-born Leslie Edward

Claypool is nothing short of
amazing. .
Tickets to the concert are $20

in advance and $22 at the door.
The show starts at 7 p.m. For inee
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Viny! spi ns into town
Band to open at Les Claypool show
sv

Rvan

happened. The folks were so
down with it that the place was

Propst

LUMBERJACK STAFF

just bumping. We did that sort
of free-form acoustic style
thing for the next hour. It was
really great. That was
memorable. We have also
hada number of people sit in
with us over the years and that
has been very exciting in its

ay Area groove
rockers
Vinyl
will be opening

for the Les Claypool Show at
Eureka’s Municipal Theatre
on Saturday.
The band’s members include:

Alexis Razon (drums).
Vaughan spoke to The Lumberjack in a phone interview
before the group’s scheduled
performance.

ist’s garage back in late ’95 just
to jam. Some of these guys have
known each other their whole
lives, so a portion of us just got
together and over time we
added pieces on. Within a few
months we had the horn section and everything came together pretty quick. It was basically a situation where from
the very beginning it felt pretty
good and I think we all realized
on some level that there was

You’re playing Humboldt

something good going on. So we
wrote songs for six months or

Doug

Thomas

flute),

(saxophone/

Jonathon

Korty

(Hammond organ/keys/harp),
Antonio Onorato (congas/timbales), Sean Ornato (percussion/bongos),
Danny
Cao
(trumpet), Billy Frates (guitar),

eR

RST

RU

HA

ETE

Lilie

EE

Geoff

SWEARING AT MOTORISTS
CU

ATM

featuring a member

of GUIDED BY VOICES

EP PCH
indie folk-pop artists

TRH
AGE

LLU

Te

own way.

County

Vaughan

on

4/20.

(bass), and

Are

you

looking forward to that?
Oh, big-time. Where better to
play on 4/20. That’s sort of the
epicenter. So that was inten-

tional.
You guys have played
Humboldt before. What do
you think about coming up
here?

Oh, it’s a great vibe! We’ve
been playing at a club called
Café Tomo, which is closed now,
and the vibe is awesome. People
love to dance and it’s just excellent energy in that area. We
look forward to it a lot.
How and where did Vinyl
start?

It started when a few of us
got together in our keyboard-

so and then we were out play-

ing.
Have there been any pinnacle moments for you guys
since you have come to-

gether?
Well, talking about Hum-

boldt, we had an experience up
there playing a show at Tomo
about three years ago.
Nearby a car had run over a
telephone pole and so in the
middle of our set the electric-

ity had gone out and the place
went dark. It was (out) for, I
don’t know, an hour. The crowd

was already going off pretty
good so we just started this percussion jam with the horns
and
our percussion section and the
crowd was like nothing had

Like who?
We did some stuff with Phil
Lesh; Les Claypool has sat in
with us; we’ve had Eek-AMouse play with us; the Dirty
Dozen Brass Band has played
with us. It’s a long list and I
can’t remember all of them. It’s
exciting getting new energy up
onstage to throw into the mix.
How would you explain
your music to someone who
has never heard you guys?
We usually call it instrumental groove music that incorporates funk, latin and reggae.

What’s the best part of doing what you do?
Well, that’s a tough one. It’s

great to be able to do what you
love to do, period. And to have
your job be something

that

you’re passionate about is exciting. Also, being fortunate
enough to have people come out
and see us makes it sort of a
shared experience with audiences and that is a whole other
thrill.
You can really feel the human
energy of a large group of
people that are dancing and are
having fun and its very uplifting for us. Personally, that’s a
big deal for me, and I know it is
for all the guys.
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in popularity across the counLast year the band was pro-

“We're really psyched to come back. We

ducing its songs from a base-

had a really great

try.

he Volumen will] be

ment.

speeding to Arcata
from

the

D.T's

ond Santa

when we played in

with Missoula’s hit-making
Wantage USA imprint, and
made a recording with noted
producer Tim Green in San

Missoula,

1. Mont., in their fully refurbished ambulance to rock out
at the Denny’s Sports Lounge
4) - on Saturday.
This heavy, new-wave band
will be stopping on its two-week
tour of the West Coast celebrating its newest album “Cries
From Space.”

Francisco.
Smith said the “Cries From
Space” album is darker and
more satirical than its first album.
He said “Cries From Space”

This stop will be Volumen’s
second performance in Humboldt County.
“We’re really psyched to

ized theme and is heavily influ“enced by the science fiction and
horror stories the band reads

Doug Smith
_guitar/vocals, Volumen
Volumen may date back to the
early ’80s, when Doug Smith,
aka, “Volumen II,” Shane
Hickey, “Volumen I,” who plays
guitar and vocals, and younger
brother
Bryan
Hickey,
“Volumen Squared,” who plays
bass guitar, met in Glacier

Park, Mont., as military brats.

come back,” said Doug Smith,
who plays guitar and vocals.

while on the road.

“We had a really great reception last time when we played
in Eureka. We met some great

weave of dark and disturbing

Smith and the Hickey brothers added the tantalizing key- - .

lyrics hidden under the tunes

board and electronic rhythms

of

of Chris P Bacon, “Volumen

The music is an interesting

pleasing

pop

melodies.

Ironic blends of music

Bckawk,” and Bobcat Marshall,
“Volumen Beta,” rocking out
on the drums to officially form

and

messages titillate brain syn-

apses

and

tug at dancing

the Volumen.

muscles to create a fullbodied

listening experience.

This 2-year old pop rock’n’-

Rees's Loose

Eureka.”

seems to have a more central-

lowed us to Oakland for our
next show.”

rockers

reception last time

This year Volumen signed on

people who put us up for the
night and some people even fol-

Ioanl

.

roll band seems to be gaining

The

conception

of

_ see Volumen, page 28

the

Six Rivers Brewing

Company
Now serving Two Locations © 7 days a week» 11 am - 10 pm

ort as
an ERAS

a DIO.

* Come Join us for Lunch, Dinner, Tasty Microbrews & Great Live Music
Choose from 12 hedaete Microbrews ON TAP!
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ity Center.
Lost at Last perform at Dimension 4:20 Saturday at the Mateei Commun

Things get busy in Redway
Two shows hit the Mateel this week
Lost at Last
If you didn’t catch Lost at Last at the Harvest ball

at the Mateel or Reggae on the River last year —
will return for another
boldt County event, 420

the group

unique

Hum-

Billed as Dimension 4:20, Alma Melodioso will
4

open the show with gypsy dance music before DJ
Touch jumps on the wheels of steel.

*

Formed in Maui, Lost at Last combines a vari-

Tas

a

1731

| a

G

ST

SUITE

a:

a

D next to college footbridge

Arcata

826-1708

e =a

—

ety of multilanguage lyrics with an eclectic array

of instruments ranging electric guitar to a variety of African instruments to create a unique form
of tribal-dance music.
Tickets to the concert are $20 in advance. Pro-

.
;

moters warn that the show will sell out soon.

|

%|

Sizzia
Sizzla returns to Humboldt

County with
a much-anticipated performance at

sal

‘

oneeds by
vanBack

Turbulence and the
>
Xterminator Crew, Sizzla’s concert

on Thursday will be his third visit

to the Mateel.
Sizzla rose to fame in the late ’90s

after touring with fellow roots vo-

calist Luciano.
His firey political and uplifting
vocals have caused him to become
one of the leading dancehall reggae

musicians.

- Doors will open at 8 p.m. The concert is sold out.
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Volumen: Mont l songs talking about ence throughout Montana
volumen.

“we were on the phone

ea

al

ergetic punk band, the DT,,’s

from Fortuna and punk rock
band Loose Change from Santa
a
Rosa. All the bands promise
show this week—
e@
Volumen is known for its performing skills and stage pres-

he RY er

Rt BNA tear

us what we were called, and

De
Es

eR. A eee
enh ee Se

we didn’t know. The TV was
andl I
channe

went with it.”

Smith said the band has

a

on a
County rock ’n’ roll fans

will be following up
Volumen
enthe accelerated beats of the

with a booking agent and we
still didn’t have a name,”
Smith said. “The agent asked

ee

and plan to lead Humboldt

severa

© Conrwuen Frow PAGE 26

d.
than last year,” Smith sai
Doors open at 9 p.m. Tickat
ets are $4 and will be sold
.w is 21 and
Thersho
the doo
over.

shackle sessions at “The
Foley Studio” —a film class
gts
nden
stu
si
artd
for recor
on the campus of Los AnLoyola
geles’
Marymount University
(also home to forgotten,
deceased basketball
legend Hank Gathers)
— the Fellowship shop
was brought back to}.
gether via once incaricerated member, Self Jup
ter. Alongside producers OD
to
and Nobody, in accordance
sessions for his incredible collaboration with Aceyalone and

ae

Sd

Freestyle Fellowship
“Shockadoom”

MAMA

ten
OD on the never-to-be-forgot

“when The Sun Took A Day
Off” (“Beneath The Surface”
compilation).
The result, while seemingly

For all intents and purposes

— this is the Freestyle Fellow-

ship album so many people
reprayed would have been
leased instead of Ground

revoimpromptu, is short but

ift,
Control’s shakey, makesh

“Temptations.”
Whether they knew it existed

y
or not, this is what the
it
wanted, for this is what

means to be the Freestyle Fel8
lowship — or at least in 199
(time of recording).
Bassy, airy and conceptual, a
‘matured sense of “For Whom
It May Concern.”
Collected through

ram-

lutionary effort.
Enough history though. Muthe
sically, Omid (OD) follows
ia
del
che
same lush paths of psy
from the previously released,
Of
“Can You Find The Level
Difficulty In This?” (also included) on his five contributhe
tions, which in turn paints
Fellowship a canvas so approthat
priate and wildly winding
y |
not to release this could ver

BE igy

well be considered sacrilege.
“Desperate!”
Intensely,
smacks and smacks ‘and
smacks again, only to be subs
dued like bong smoke ina cat’
face with PEACE’s

“Once Again.”
“My Leg,” strange yet beautiful hit-and-run tale/poem produced previous to these sessions by The

promise.” Redeeming.
~Peter Agoston
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Nonce’s

makes for interesting listening
while old associate JMD provides the rickety-cutty-beat for
ta proclamation so fitting pos
“we
»Temptations” it’s sick;
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cUSHG

DIA'N.GE
Dance Odyssey
8 p.m. at the Van Duzer Theatre. For an evening of

music and dancing the whole family can enjoy
“Dancing After,” a title that refers to the Sept. 11

Old Man Clemens
9 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery in McKinleyville.

terrorist attacks and affirms dance as an expression

This is the Eighties

the community. The performance will continue on
Friday and Saturday. Admission Is free for HSU

of hope and as a means of binding people togetherin

8- 10 p.m. at Rumours. DJ Swoop and DI Hall man the

students, $6 general and $3.50 for students and

decks with '80s movies on the big screen and $1.50

seniors. For more information
call 826-3566.

drinks
from the well.

-—BvEDITS

KMAIRINOKE

we

a

a

Take Back the Night

Makin’ Music

8 p.m. - 1 a.m. at The Depot. Come see a women’s art
show and a music and film festival. San Francisco’s
Bonfire Madigan and DJ Polywog will perform.

MUSIC

9 p.m. at the Red Lion Hotel.

Karaoke Express
8:30 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery in Old Town Eureka.

Panache Magazine Release Party

- .9p.m. at the North Coast Repertory Theatre. Buffy

Swayze, Candy Muscle, Zombie Kore Allegiance and
DJ Thanksgiving Brown will perform at the release of
Panache Magazine No. 1 4. Recieve a free copy of the
magazine at the door and participate in a free raffle.

MEETINGS)
Meet the Associated Students

Admission
is $3.

Candidates

Noon at the U.C. Quad.

Sizzla

SUES

8:30 p.m. at the Mateel Community Center.
dancehall heavyweight Sizzia returns
Revolitionary

Slavery in the Caribbean
and Latin America
6:30 p.m. at Siemens Hall 108. An event sponsored by
826ion calll
ura
For informat
Center.ult
the Multic
3364.

to Humboldt County with a performance in Redway.
The South County Dogs will open the show. Ticketsto
the show are sold out (for more information see page
27).

Techniques
for Bringing Out
the Best in Employees
9a.m. - 4p.m. at the North Coast inn. A seminar

presented by the CSU Systemwide Professional
—
and
nt
for managers
Programpme
Develo
$69. For more
costs rs.
iso
The program
superv
ion
call 826-3626.
informat

CLUBS
BSU
6:30 - 7:30 p.m. at Siemens Hall 109

SEAC
Mike McLaren

6 p.m. at Karshner Lounge

8a.m. at the Coffee Break.

Students
for Choice

Study Smart

Kulica

3-5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 116.

5 p.m. at Neison Hall East 120

8 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery in Old Town Eureka.

Campus

Body English

Greens

5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 120

8 p.m. at Muddy Waters.

te

2pm. in the South Lounge

Bi

DJNalDiscothéque

8 - 1—.m. at Rumours. Hip-hop, eld school and
a

peti

oy.

4s

ahs..

House
Y.E.S..
atthe.m
6-7p
5 p.m. at Nelson Halt East 116

Puentes
6 p.m. at the Y.E.S. House

of sthe NEC Watershed Group
Friend
6 p.m. at 575 H St. in Arcata

S20 pan et Romnege Hel | Hf

ot,

7 p.m. atthe Multicultural
Cotter
9p.m.
atE & O Bowl.

Hand in #tand
7 p.m. atthe Y.E.S. House

ACUEVETEES
Beginning Knitting

4-5:30 p.m. at CCAT. For more information call 8263551.

4
nat i

,

—

Asian Pacific Student Alliance

Hemp Club

2id we

;
rs
ere
7374

ah!

|

Youth Educational Services
5-6 p.m. at the Y.E.S. House
Permaculture Club
5 p.m. at Nelson Hall 120

“8
oe

pach

——

|

|p cxmnenallil

Recordings first release — a a

new
Dope-ia” by Dmitri. The

Auditorium. Ticketsare
7 p.m. at the Eureka Municipal door
. (for more

comes Ecotopia

chen EP titled “Eco-

Senco
.

Sennen een

gs

toa

more information, see page 26)

ne

psSteoel Band ion
The HSU Caly
ad Town Hall. Admiss
8 p.m. at Trinid

a

RVEDIPS

:
:

against women.

!

Soils Club, Soll and Water

Conservation Society
5 p.m. atNatural Resources 222
HSU Chess Club

5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 119
SETA
;

eer

Pow Wow Committee

Hous.e 38
5:30 p.atm

pow wow will
11 a.m. - Midnight at the West Gym. The
and

food,
feature Native American dances, music,

osiratien ond
willinclude a Tolowa feather dance dem

other dances
will be a dance competition and
t
throughout the day. Admission is free and the even

7 p.m. For more
will continue on Sunday from noon - tee
at 826infromation call the pow wow commit

Fantasy Gamers Guild

6 p.m. at Founders Hall 177

4994.

:

BS Players
8 p.m. at the Klamath River Room

|

(NCTBVBTBES

:

Friends of the Dunes

Mary iN G'S)

:

AA Group

building,
7 p.m. at Student and Business Services
room 405.

CLUBS

12th annual HSU Pow Wow

4 p.m. atSlemens Hall 1 10

¢

,

bx

AVEDTS

Latinos Unidos

:

ors.
general and $20 for children and seni

etn

8 p.m. at Muddy Waters. Admission is $5.

CLUBS

-

is $5 for

The Hip-Hop Lounge

est of violence
6 p.m. at the U.C. Quad. A rally in prot

“
:

:

students and $10 general.

HSU students and $6
Cole Porter. Tickets are free to

Night
ck
Take Bathe

inning

The Volumen, D.T.’s and more
rts sBar. Admission Is $3 (for
9 p.m. at the DennSpoy’

evening

F

's annual event.

er

ea

irarousfestiviler eslyrictcs onof
r
tvening ofof ragitsong Wo
featuring the sly and clev
|

eta rete wera ond wre

a

local studio. Dis will also performat
io
timedata
stu

ie

Duzer Theatre. Chanticleer has

s, Shay’s
7 p.m. at the Godwin Forum. The Tall Boy

;

Sp.m.cithe Morris Graves

|

page 23)
ion,
informatsee
ofthe Bands
=.

at

ve
In the Still of the Night

CHANTICLEER

at the
$20 in advance and $22

12” single, “One More

t the 4/20
star.
.to m
Time Man,” will debut at 12:01 arst
eoplewill
natiann anne is$Sandthefi 20p

|
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Humboldt Release Community

sae
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|

Lost at Last

in Mckinleyville

soa awe tien

The Lumbeeck - wo.thajeck.rg

MUSIC

USC

|

hajeckorg>

ce

|

ie

Ten Ton Cuicxen

04

.

tnjoci org

wi

Te Lamiberjch= wa

—

parking lot.
10.a.m. - Noon atthe Pacific Union School
for a walk
Join Friends of the Dunes and Chris Chalnfont
about plants
at the Lanphere Dunes and a discussio
and sand.

Republicans Club

6-7 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 119
Refugee Extension Program
5-6 p.m. atthe Y.E.S. House

Natural Resources Club

5 p.m. at Natural Resources 310

. Students for Choice

5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 120
Homelessness Network
6-7 p.m. at the Y.E.S. House
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ee
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Dulin goes long for the pass
Practice started early Saturday morning for the Lumberjacks at Redw ood Bowl. Sophomore safety Derik
overcast skies.
during practice. Saturday’s practice was a workout for all positions an d lasted most of the morning under

Spring training gears ’Jacks up for fall

New faces blend with old, key positions filled with new blood to spill |
sy Gasniet JACKSON
LUMBERJACK STAFF
t’s springtime, and the
HSU football team has
taken the field after a
long winter full of strength
training and conditioning.

The ’Jacks have some new
faces after losing the majority
of their offensive line, a recordsetting quarterback and a trio
of defensive backs.
The strength of the ‘Jacks
will be on defense as it returns
nine of 11 starters from last
season, including the entire defensive front.

“I think the strength is going
to be in the defense, mainly in
the front,” said Doug Adkins,

entering his third year as head
coach of the ‘Jacks.

“I think the secondary could
be pretty strong if we can re-

place
(Siosifa
Latu
and
Wayland Williams); the biggest
question mark is the offensive
front,” he said.
The front seven is the most
exprienced group on the team.
The defensive line consists of
four seniors: defensive ends
Mark Lamoreaux, Gabriel
Jackson, T.J. Aimonetti and allconference defensive tackle
Adam Angeli.
Brian Wells and Zackary
Wienberger also add experience, returning for their sophomore and junior seasons.

Newcomers include defensive ends Luke Walker, Shawn
Sherburt and Tem Connolly,
and defensive tackles Aaron
McDowell, Kevin Ashton and
Ralph McDonald.
The linebacking corps returns an abundance of talentas
well. All-conference linebacker
Chris Walters leads the way

with his partner-in-crime Tim
White, returning for his junior
season.
The ‘Jacks will also get a
huge boost from Paul Wolford,
who returns for his senior year
after suffering a season-ending
injury last fall.
Seniors Eddie Plaxton and

the fall we'll have Cody
Killingsworth and Nick White
out of CR,” he said.

“The biggest thing
with spring ball is

“For Wayland, it looks like

you want the players
to have a good un-

Parham’s going to slide in because he saw a lot of action last
year; we also have Justin Graham,” Adkins said.

Freshman John Dayao is also

Josh Jackson will provide expe-

seeking playing time. The re-

rience and depth to an already
solid core, with newcomers

turning starters from last season are Marshall Hendricks
and Mohammed Muheize.
The Jacks had problems running the football and stopping
the run, two things that are at
the top of Adkins’ practice list.
“The biggest thing with
spring ball is you want the play-

Dan Beghin, Markeese Wilson,
John Nelson, Blane Evans and
Richard Mundy all seeking
playing time.
The secondary has some
holes, as it lost two starters.
Free-safety
Latu
and
cornerback Williams are gone,
but the Jacks said they have ca-

pable replacements.
“We've got a lot of guys trying out for Joe’s spot,” Adkins
said. “Adrian Blanson, Breck

Dolan, Ronnie Lanzier, and’ in

ers to have a good understanding of what you want to do in

the fall,” Adkins said. “The primary things we've talked about
are; We've got to run the football, and we've got to stop the
run.”
anens

derstanding of what
you want to do in the
fall.”
Doug Adkins
head coach
If that fails, the Jacks can al-

ways throw the ball. Although
they’ve lost record-setting
quarterback Jacob Kadle, they
have two capable backups

ready to step up to the challenge.
Aaron Currell and Tim
Sprinkles will battle for the

starting position, with the winner heading into training camp

see Football, next page ,
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We've Confuse d
Comfort and Fashion
McKinleyville Shopping Center

840-0968

www.shoeenvy.com

Players take a break for

) ates

a moment

oc

anata

during practice drills before gettin re-started.

Football: Inexperienced offensive line in need of work
© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

in the No.1 slot.

The two quarterbacks will
have help from an experienced
group of receivers.
The team will have its entire

receiving core returning from
last season with conference
freshman of the year and
record-breaker Dustin Creagar
leading the way, with Brent

Adkins, Antwan Smith, Christian Hansen and Cavitt Fowler,
who all caught touchdowns.

Freshman scout team player

‘of the year Doug Specht is coming off a productive redshirt

year.

for. eclectic
‘ NOS

Receivers Robert Butler,
Jerome
Wade,
Christian
Bloomquist and Cameron
Mathews have joined the team

to lend their experience.
. The running backs position
has familiar faces as Mitch
Jones and Kyle Lucas return

for their senior seasons. Keith
Arakaki adds depth to a solid
backfield.
The tight end position has a

crowd of new faces.

After losing seniors Steve
Stout and Josh White, Les
Courtemanche traded in his
red jersey for a white one, in
making the transition from
quarterback to tight end.
Jason Roach is the only tight
end from the previous season.
He will split his time at wide
out, while Brandon Bencomo
will have a shot at playing as
well.
The offensive line has some
work to do, as it is the ‘Jacks’
most inexperienced group.
Corey Thedford, John Stokes
and Justin Shienle bring the

peak physical condition.”
Adkins said.
In the fall, the ’Jacks will

have the toughest schedule in
school history, as they’ll face

three Division 1-AA teams and
two West Coast powerhouses in
UC Davis and Western Washington.
“We've got a chance to go into
conference
with
a great
record,” Adkins said. “If we
can carry that momentum into
conference, then we can get
some things going. I think our
talent is better than ever since

I’ve been here; our players are

experience, while newcomer

bigger, faster and stronger.”

Damien Tilley and freshman
Richard Torrence bring the
muscle. Corey White, John
Thurston, Vincent Sanchez and
Kenny Tinkham all provide
depth.

*Jacks plan to lay the foundation; they’ve got a lot of work
to do.
The ’Jacks will have scrim-

Tirano Edwards will also get
a look after making the transition from defensive line to offensive line.

Spring football is when the

mages Friday at 4 p.m., next
Saturday at noon and conclude
spring ball with the annual
game with alumni on May 4.

“You want to get through

All scrimmages will be
played in the Redwood Bowl.

spring ball without any injuries, so that guys can go into the
summer and get themselves in

Gabriel Jackson is a senior
defensive end and Lumberjack
staff writer.
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Track
and Field
April 25-26 : GNAC Multi-Events in Monmouth, Ore.
April 27: Chico Invitational in Chico
May 4: GNAC Championships in Bellingham, Wash.
May 10: Stanford Cardinal Qualifier in Palo Alto
May 11: Modesto Relays in Modesto
May 23-25 : NCAA Championship in San Angelo, Texas

April 17 : Central Washington (2) in Arcata @ 4 p.m.

April 20 : Saint Martin’s (2) in Arcata @ Noon
April 25 : Seattle (2) in Arcata @ Noon
- April 27 : Western Washington @ Arcata Sports Complex @ Noon
May 9-12 : Division II Regionals TBA

May 16-20 : NCAA National Championships in Salem, VA. TBA
.

Rowing

April 20 : Blue Heron Redwood Sprints Regatta in Eureka @ 7:30 a.m.
April 27: Northwest Collegiate Rowing Championships in Tacoma, Wash.
May 3: Western Intercollegiate Rowing Championships in Sacramento
May 18/19: Pac-10 Championships in Sacramento

MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED

JEROME DECAPUA. D.C.
Wow Crttx Crropractic « Orrice (530) 629-2474

AwwerGy DEseNsiniZATION
¢ Safe, natural & alternative

© No injections or severe diets

« Local of fice in ARCATA

HSU signs talent
to soccer for Fall
HSU has signed Lindsey
Holm from Helena, Mont., to.
play women’s soccer for the

2002 season according to coach
Andy Cumbo.
Holm, who is a four-year letter-winner at Helena High
School, plans to major in ma-

rine biplogy.

A member of the

National Honor Society, Holm

was named to the Academic
All-State team in each of her
four years at Helena High
School.

Softball tournament

set to hit May 3, 4
The Arcata Sports Complex
will be the site for the HSU soft-

ball tournament in May.
The tournament schedule is
based on the number of teams
entered.
Seven teams have signed up
and more are encouraged to
enter before the tournament.

To join a team, sign up at
Forbes Complex Room 151 or

call Ryan Carrigan at 826-6011.
The league is open to adults
18 and older.
Student-team fees are $50 and
community-team fees are $100.

At least half of the members
of the student teams must be
HSU students.

McLean, who edged out Miller
in winning the event with a 1611 1/2 clearance. Miller narrowly missed in three chances
at that height.

Rowing finishes
first in regatta

ference action. The ‘Jacks won

2,000-meter race in 7:31.86, just
ahead of Willamette (7:35.24)

nings and then took the second
game 5-1 in seven innings.

and Pacific Lutheran (7:35.77).
While temperatures were in
the 50s and 60s for the final

Great Northwest Athletic Con-

the first game 1-0 in nine in-

Track shatters yet
another record
HSU’s Justin Miller soared 16
feet, 8 3/4 inches at the Brutus
Hamilton Invitational on Saturday to shatter his own school

record in the pole vault by four

1-877-788-5878

Miller competed with Bubba

two games from St. Martin’s
Friday to remain undefeated in

HSU (31-15, 12-0 GNAC) took

—

inches.

HSU finished a tough day of
rowing Saturday defending its
title in varsity eight competition during the fifth annual
Governor’s Cup Regatta on the
Willamette River.
The ’Jacks finished their

Softball rolis over
St. Martin’s Friday

Toll Free for

races, a steady wind from the
south drove right against the
rowers’ backs. Ten schools
competed in 11 finals.
The varsity eight boat was.
HSU’s only boat to make it to
the finals.

~comprceo By HeaTHER SUNDBLAD
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Crew to row at home
SU’s crew team
will have its only
home event of
the season — the 19th Annual Blue Heron Redwood
Sprints Regatta — this Saturday.
The races will go from 8

day. We will not be satisfied
with anything other than

the women’s varsity eight
race. Crews from the University of Pacific, Cal light-

Back

&

Neck

Patn

gold for this event.”

The lightweight four
comes within the hour of the
eight and will include boats
from St. Mary’s, Cal, Oregon,

weights, St. Mary’s College,

Mills College, the University of Oregon, Seattle Pa-

Center

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors
1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

839-6300
Most Insurance Accepted « Painless Payment Plans

ing on our
strategy.”

>

cific and Willamette Univer-

“SPU beat us soundly last

sity will be in attendance,
along with HSU.
The regatta course will
start at the new boat basin
and row into the Eureka
Waterfront Channel. The
new fisherman’s dock will
be a good place to view the
races. The finish line is past
the Humboldt Bay Rowing

week in Salem,” Meiggs said.
“We didn’t feel the course on
the Willamette was ideal for
head-to-head competition.”
HSU will then row in the
novice eight at 9:30 a.m. and

the second novice eight at
9:45.

“The novice eight and second novice eight have had a
rocky start. Not having
rowed prior to January puts

ter.
“We will be spending the

them behind their competi-

tion. They have made leaps
and bounds during the past
month. We are working on
psychological preparation,
and expect them
to find their

week working on our race
strategy,” coach Robin

Meiggs said. “We have had
several key boats getting to
the line and choking. We see

swing soon,” Meiggs said
“The varsity eightandtwo
and three varsity eight are
our priority events,” Meiggs
said. “We were exceptionally

the power, the swing and the
determination to win in
practice. We are going to

work on bringing it. “

pleased

The day begins with the

with

coach
mance of the varsity 8 last
week. They went to the line
with quiet intensity, they

came out fast and strong and
never backed down, winning

the Governor’s Cup convincingly.”

HSU and Seattle Pacific.

Association dock, which is
located in the Adorni Cen-

race

Robin Meiggs

event, and set the tone for the

- the regatta culminates with

Humboldt

ing the week work-

is faster, even though we
have already beat them
twice,” Meiggs said. “We

hope to start strong in this

a.m. until 12:20 p.m. when

we meke connections

“We will be spend-

women’s lightweight eight
race featuring Cal and HSU.
“Cal believes their light 8

the perfor-

At the 2001 regatta, HSU
‘finished

second

behind

Willamette University in the
nine-team

field.

Oarlock

problems with the varisty 8
and the second varsity 8 resulted in a one-point loss. _
“Our goal this weekend is
to win our home regatta,”
Meiggs said. “We lost by one
point last year due to stupid
mistakes, and you can bet we

| won’t be making those again.
We are also hoping for nice
weather and more

specta-

tors, which is why we moved
the regatta back by a
month.”

Saturday’s races will be
HSU’s last regular season re. gatta. HSU will be at the conference championships next
week and the Western Intercollegiate Rowing Championships the week of April 29.

Softball on top again
Jacks defeat Vikings in Washington
score of 3-1 Monday
and then took a 4-2 lead in the

left field and was then moved
to scoring
position
by
Sosinski’s sacrifice bunt.
Melanie Baker knocked in the

‘second game

of the double-

‘Jacks first run with an RBI

header, which will be concluded

double to left center.
The Vikings came back in
the bottom of the fourth and
scored a run as they got two of
their three hits for the game.
Adrienne Moore’s single to
right field sent Candace

SU defeated Western
Washington

with a

April 27 in Arcata.

In the first game, the 'Jacks
got off nine hits to WWU’s
three. HSU spread out its hits
with each of the one through
seven batters getting a piece of
the action. The ’Jacks were
down in force because sick and
injured players sat out of the

day’s play
“We've been stricken with the
flu,” coach Frank Cheek said.

“We also had to play Kelly
Sosinski at short stop despite

her knee injury because Andrea
Williams needed to make it to
her Monday classes,”
Brandi Cope started off the
fourth inning with a base hit to

1031 H St. © Arcata * 822-3450
2817 F St. © Eureka»* 269-9560
|
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Adamo home.

In the fifth inning, the Jacks
regained their lead when Rene
Rodriguez scored on an error
after singling to left field. HSU
scored its final run in the seventh inning when Christen
Hardee hit an RBI single to
centerfield.
Kara

Roberts earned

her

ninth win of the season pitching the complete game. She
struck out four batters and
ee

ee ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

te

-_—

walked none.
In the second game, which

was suspended in the sixth inning because of rain, the Jacks
held a 4-2 lead. HSU was behind
2-1 after the first inning, but
scored two runs in the fourth

inning and another in the fifth.
Baker had two more hits on
the day and another RBI while
Rodriguez brought her hit total
to four on the day and added
two RBIs.
The ’Jacks will resume the

game in the sixth inning when
the Vikings come to Arcata for
a scheduled doubleheader April
27 at noon.
HSU, 7-0 at home, will play
four games at the Arcata Sports
Complex this week, first a
doubleheader with Central
Washington Wednesday begin-

ning at 4 p.m. and another with

St. Martin's Saturday at noon. |
|
'
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Words of Wisdom

from The Lumberjack:
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Gosstials “Do you believe that all religions are equally valid?”

elusive beast."

|

Answer (Part 3): it seems that many people associate strong religious convictions with intolerance and disrespect of others. Granted,
there is the possibility that when people believe something strongly, they can display ugly attitudes towards others who disagree with them,
attitudes that dehumanize and even stir up hatred and bigotry. But this is a danger for everyone who has strong convictions, anti-religious
and religious alike. Here is an example of intolerance expressed by a current HSU professor (this appears on the last page of the course syllabus
for Physics 303):

- Mac McClary
former adviser

)

- Then there is the matter of Fundamentalist Religions, the ones that teach you that faith is essential for salvation - if you Believe, then .
you are Saved. Otherwise, you are Damned. This pernicious doctrine is a kind of computer Virus, producing a state of permanent
mental paralysis. Every time you try to think for yourself, you have to ransack your brain for an answer that agrees with the Bible.
Otherwise, you will roast in hell. Once you incorporated this kind of virus into your software, it will forever immobilize your mental
capacity, turning you into a mobile vegetable. Symptoms of this mental disease carry a very poor prognosisin this class. Be

warned...The problems described here are not philosophical ones; they are psychiatric in nature.
Such intolerance is inappropriate and should be confronted, whether on a state university campus or in the church. The important question
here is this: Is it possible to hold strong religious convictions and still be respectful, tolerant and even loving toward those with whom you
disagree? And the answer is YES! | think we all recognize there are enormous numbers of people, some followers of Jesus, others who follow
the Buddha and so on,— who are very kind and respectful to all people. The success of a democratic, pluralistic society requires such mutual
respect and tolerance. That's a given. But that still doesn’t answer the question whether or not all religions are equally valid. Should we
evaluate the degree of we of particular religious convictions, and if so, how can we? Here are some “tests” suggested by some for such
evaluations:

_ 1) By the degree of sincerity? Certainly the sincerity of belief in God and in a particular way of life can be touching. The stories of converts
to Christ can be compelling, but then so are the stories of converts to other religions. Another difficulty: what about the dangerous cult
groups, like Jim Jones (People’s Temple), David Koresh, and other leaders of mass suicides in the name of God? Who would doubt their
sincerity? Sincerity, though admirable in healthy contexts, cannot be enough to assure the validity of religious belief.
2) Does it conform to the values of the majority? Everyone knows that the majority can be deceived, take Nazi Germany under Hitler. Very
few intelligent people support the “Might Makes Right” philosophy.
3) Numerous adherents? The number of followers really has little to do with the degree of validity. Take for example a religion that uses
threat of violence, intimidation, or superstitions to advance its cause. And look at the enormous shaping power of culture.
4) Are the leaders articulate, persuasive, charismatic? Jesus certainly was. But so was Mohammed. And so have been leaders that led

fre 8 your $8 if
fr om th a cha j ns

of your nor mal

their followers to suicide graves. Charismatic leadership may assure that people will follow, but in itself, it cannot determine whether a

.
life

particular religious view is more valid than another.
5) Does it answer the ultimate questions of life? Some religions have answers to ultimate questions, like the origin of the universe, the
origin of human life, the human spiritual need for “salvation” of some sort. Having answers to questions is important, but what happens
when the answers of the different religions are contradictory and mutually exclusive? Having answers cannot measure the validity of one
religion over another, UNLESS one can determine whether the answers are RIGHT.
6) Does it make someone a better person? The stories of changed lives told by the various religions are indeed often encouraging. Many
people claim deliverance from addictive behaviors; finding meaning and purpose for their lives; greater peace of mind; improved relationships with others. Christianity is all about changed lives, as people profess a transforming encounter with Jesus Christ. But other religions
have similar claims, and so even do non-religious therapies and counseling groups. Most would be suspect of a religion that did not in some
way make it’s followers better people, or in some sense made the world a better place. But, by itself, it's hard to show how one religion that

Humboldt

helps people is more valid than another one that helps people.
7) This last one seems to me to be the bottom line: Is it TRUE? That is, does it correspond with REALITY, with the way things really are.
Helping people be better is commendable, as is making the world a better place. But when evaluating the validity of religious convictions,
doesn't the bottom line have to be, Is this true? If a conviction is NOT true, accurate, corresponding to reality, then all the other tests for
validity become meaningless. Sincerity is not a virtue if one believes what is false. Persuasive teaching is not helpful if what is being taught
is not true. The number of followers is not exciting but sad, if they are following something untrue. Having answers to life's ultimate issues
isn't valid unless those answers are accurate. Bottom line: IS IT TRUE? If it’s true, then sincerity is a tremendous quality, articulate and
persuasive teaching is essential, the more adherents the better!
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Most of us remember the children’s song,"Ring around the roses, pocket full of posies, ashes ashes, all fall down.” The song was descriptive of

Sy 5145

€1 &

people's response to the Black Plague of 1347 to 1351, which killed an estimated 75 million people worldwide. The British believed that the
plague was caused by bad air, which could be alleviated by being around the fragrance of flowers. People in the hospitals with the plague
were gathering around rose bushes; they also had the petals of posies in their pockets, which they would pull out and rub between their
fingers, bringing the fragrance to their nostrils. But this, of course, did no good at all, and their bodies and homes were burned in the attempt
to stop the disease from spreading. Their belief was sincere, shared by millions. But they were wrong; and they suffered the consequences.
The plague was spread by fleas from infected rats. TRUTH MATTERS! It matters in the scientific realm and it matters in the spiritual realm.
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_ Vote for someone. Know who represents your college. Tell
him or her how you feel about what is going on at this univer‘sity. Get and stay informed about the issues on this campus.
While voting is the only start, it is meaningless unless people
let their voices be heard after elections.
aries

a

ton *

~ It-1s going to take a larger commitment on our part than a
few minutes online, keying in our vote. But hey it’s a start.

4/20, a day to celebrate?
- April 20 is here again. For those of you who have never been
to Redwood Park on this glorious holiday to marijuana, it is

:_ThpAeaia Police Department hovers aroun the perimeters,

2.

=

‘something not to be missed.
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religious group would be con-

short of a part of our student

sidered an outrage.
Why this double standard? I

. and other Christians wonder
why it is OK to stereotype and
promote prejudice against us in
this open-minded environment.
Iespecially wonder why there
is such hostility toward Jesus,
whose teachings were founded

ies

be just anyap — might

other excuse to get high and act silly .
Regardless of what you choose to do on Saturday, chill out
and have fun somewhere. The Plaza should be pretty empty.
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| Questions regarding the editorial
content of The Lumberjack should

words, and approved
guest columns
no more than 600 words.

be dirécted to the editor at (707)826-

+ Letters can be mailed, delivered,

5022.
z
¢ The Lumberjack editorials are
written based on the majority opine

or e-mailed (preferred)to The Lum_berjack, Nelson
Hall East 6, Arcata,
CA 95521

ion of the newspaper's editorial
board.
4
'eGuestcolumns, cartoonsandopinion articles reflect the opinion of
‘the writers, not necessarily
thoseof

E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu.
Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday
for next issue consideration.
Letters and guest columns must include the writer’s name, city of resi-

‘The Lumberjack or its staff.
* dence and phone number. include
¢ The Lumberjack welcomes subeee
ee eee
ae
’issions for guest columns or guest

Letters should be no more than 250 _ only be

published

90 day

Some of the more
vociferous Christians on campus recently staged a loud
advertising event
and then, as usual,
cried about the “in-

people was faultless and radical.

If you have any thoughts
about what I have said, please
e-mail
me
at

kelleysjoy@yahoo.com.

God

bless you!
Kelly Mahaffey
biology senior

a loud advertising

BACK

perpe-

trated on them by

non-Christians.

staged

Mark, Luke or John, and you
will see that Jesus’ love for

event

Jesus long distance.
I’m happy with
;
my
current
long distance
plan. I’m not interested in your no-effort salvation
rate, or

tolerance and cen-

sorship”

on campus

.

he

in your immortality
plan or i your
“friendly service.”
I'm glad that you
are happy with Jesus
long distance, but please stop
calling me, stop coming to my

Non-Christians (and some
Christians) dislike the advertising of missionary-type
Christian groups for the same

those who disagree with them
are not necessarily misguided,
stupid or evil.
Unfortunately one cannot

door, stop sending me videos
and Bibles in the mail, stop get-

reason that people dislike the
long-distance sales people who
call every night during dinner
— those doing the advertising
are frequently rude and intrusive, and seem to find it impossible to extend the basic human respect of accepting that

simply “hang up” on a group in
possession of the campus Quad.

and don’t act so bloody sur-

I’m sorry that some of the

posters were reportedly vandalized, I can certainly sympathize
with those who complained.
For the thousandth time, I’m
sorry, I’m not interested in

ting in my face between classes,
prised when I’m unhappy the
next time that you ignore this
request.
Lorien K. Lowe
biology senior

Rally provides those who participate with unique experiences

atte

es

It seems that many people

erance of HSU seems to stop

Some of the Christians
|.

who value these ideas mock

that the all-encompassing tol-

have much respect for the faculty members that have provided it.
However, in my four years
here at HSU, I have had more

' AS meets every other Monday night in the South Lounge of
uc.Be
ee
ee
ee
ee

room, outside of the subject
matter to be discussed.

Jesus, Read any one of the ac-

received at this university, and

-

for every person.

counts of his life: Matthew,

population.
I value the education I have

' ter, informing students of every aspect of their process. Stu-

on love for every person, service of every person and mercy

My fellow students have fol-

Like him, I am sad to see

8 and being informed about what the administration mat

than a few professors, in every
discipline, openly ridicule and
mock Christians in the class-

lowed suit, making statements
about Christians that if made
about any other ethnic, social or

ant.

__ Titis means volunteering time on committees, going to meet

‘AE business to be informed.

were founded on love and mercy for every person

I am writing in agreement
with the letter to the editor
from Rees Hughes, the director of student life, that Jesus
Awareness Week showed that
HSU students aren’t so toler-

%

Supportersof Take Back the
Night will once again rally
against violence. against
women Friday at 6 p.m. in the

U.C. Quad.
Spoken

word

artist Alix.

that the violence that occurs in

that constrain the freedom of

To acknowledge that the epidemic of violence against

our mental, physical and spiritual mobility.

Olsen will perform. In this pre-

- women is to take a big step to-

dominantly liberal, progressive college town, it’s easy for
us to cuddle underneath the
false security blanket of safety.

ward vulnerability.
What does it mean when we
acknowledge the everyday dangers of violence perpetrated
against ourselves, our sisters,
wives, girlfriends, daughters,
mothers or friends?
:
It means no one is truly safe.
We do enough denouncing of
our responsibility by saying I
am not a violent man, or I am
not a victimized woman, and
leave the brunt of the work for
people who are immediate victims.
But we are inherently con-

The statistics at the college
and in the town for sexual offenses and assault are low. But
when violence against women
is used as a strategy of warfare, when women cannot go
unarmed info the night, watch
television or film without

women being violated for entertainment or live without

fear in their home, a statement
must be made acknowledging

nected, because this is a situation that has rippling effects,
sending out currents of fear

this society aren’t isolated experiences, but woven into the very
fabric of how we live.

Take Back the Night is important for the opportunity it
gives survivors for healing and
communion, and a place to
commemorate the voices silenced and currently muted by
violence.
It is a place where we can
share our experiences and witness the resiliency of those who have survived.
Hossannah Asuncion
Arcata resident

see Letters,
page 38
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has been met with fierce ag-

conflict in
the Middle
East spins

MuchlikePalestine,Puerto
Rico does not have sovereignty more than their land

gression from the U.S. Navy.
Last Saturday, military personnelcuttheNavyfenceand’

out of con-

andissubjecttoforeignrule.

enteredintotheneighborhood

s
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he

ovis

ops with U.S. |

beable

baee tases

tating effects on the environ-

tal

iedhick ‘much’ closer to

a population of 9,100, atleast

is unfoldany media coverage

from differweeksof March

home that receives little if

six people died in the first

This small ising in Vieques.

ent types of cancer and sick-

—

In

a

BEER

_

but nonethe_ lesshascaused

_ ors deny this claim..

similar

© Bushdemandingthe immedi-

than that of Puerto Rico. With

ee

i Navy has, eo

signed a letter to President.

tality rate 40 percent higher

ee

ca

Crym

. tary, the US.

of Representatives

~

-

-<pocks at guards. The protest-

House

The Viequenses have amor:

and immands for a complete

land in Puerto Rico has been
the location of a U:S. Navy
base since 1938.
Puerto Rico isacommonwealth of the United States
whose inhabitantsare American citizens that cannot vote
in national elections.
Puerto Rico elects one nonvoting representative to the

ee.

ment, economy and people of ss ithas been more than a year. sults,
since 110membersof theUS. . My
Vieques.

ereraceile fecal tx tatiece
to follow international de-
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castrie were throwing

:
art

in Vieques...

§ Unlike the
_—-_thebaseaswellasinthebackAsraeli: milist : ne an sheaths

es,

with-

immediate

drawal from Palestine when
the hypocrisy in
_he realized
:
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in large fireson
- and resulted

land

conflict in Vieques. Bush’s
land.
power does however afford
*
if
wonder
I-can’t help but
him the luxury om com
Bushtoneddowndemandsfor
Israel's

_ of Monte Carlo throwingtear
gasat the protestors. Incendiary devices were also thrown

TheUS. Navy has expropriated more than two-thirds of
f
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ing
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able Seceicmant: of the is-

US. House of Representatives.
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inten-

tionsarenotto

.

downplay the ..

of Palmurder

A

Bocas

me:

ad

of the Israeli

.atecessationof bombing prac: - estinians but — by Matt Kapko

- bring to light

ticeson Vieques.

Last weekend the National

Peace with Justice
© Summitfor

in Vieques was held in New
nessrelatedtoenvironmental
York..
contamination.
The members iereat tocall.
In spring 1999, the US. Navy
for increased pressure on
admitted to firing uranium
Bush to isgue an executive orprojectiles which, on impact,
for the Navy’s departure.
der
_
that
oxide
produce uranium
They also affirmed their supcan travel by wind tothecivilian population less than 10 __ port for return of the land to
the Viequenses as well as demiles away.
contamination and sustain- _
The latest wave of protests

boy

“ the Pera

military. And

unlike Israel have not banned

the situation in Vieques.

Much like the Palestinians,

the Viequenses are dedicated
to continuing their struggle
until their demands are met.
Both peoples have been dispossessed of their homeland
andrepresent the underdog—
David facing Goliath.
To make things more difficultfor Bush, hecan’tsimply
rattle off the buzzword “ter-

from areas where
s
journalist

alleged massacres took place
or hoped to bury those they
‘ kill, claiming the bodies will
_ be used as propaganda.
Matt is the Community editor of The Lumberjack and
wants you to know that “ya
basta ”" means enough is
enough in Spanish.

Selling products through sex

ified
By associating a women with a bottle she begins to se em less human — she has now been object
alized women’s bodies to sell a product.
And here we are again.
The “Smooth Matters” billboard em-

sy Suanna Butier Ano
Erin Fairncniip
Guest CoLumMN

Sex appeal matters. Dehumanizing
women

matters. Traditional beauty

standards matter. Buying the whiskey
to “get” the girl matters. Rape matters.
I'm cruising down the 101, and what
do I see? An objectified woman selling
alcohol staring back at me.
Currently on the strip of highway
connecting Arcata and Eureka, two

prominent billboards perch proudly for
passersby, encouraging them to indulge
in Black Velvet Whiskey.
The thin, white, blonde,

“classy”

woman, clinging seductively to a bottle

of whiskey that is larger than her, invites consumers to not only indulge in
this Black Velvet whiskey, but to also
indulge in her.
Several of the messages embedded in

this image are disturbing. Perhaps even
more disturbing is the fact that so many
of us have absorbed this image without
even batting an eye.
Sex appeal matters. For years, feminists have been challenging media images and advertisements that use sexu-

ploys the same old idea that using a
woman’s sexualized body
to turn a profit is completely acceptable. So
what's the problem?

whiskey. Upon examination, this message is inherently sexist and damages
the way men and women in our culture
perceive the status of women. When we
dehumanize women,

it

rights.

Traditional beauty
standards matter. It’s

tributes to a cultural cli-

no secret that women
continue to be confined by narrow criteria defining what is

mate that tells us it is nor-

mal, and in fact desirable,
to be owned,

used and sold for profit.

beautiful. TV, movies,

Unfortunately, our culture sanctions the abuse of

“property,” be it animals,
children or women.

When

we own things, we feel entitled

to

treat

those

“things” as we please.
Dehumanizing

much

easier to violate their

Objectifying
women con-

for women

becomes

Guest.Column

women

matters. By associating a woman with

bottle of a whiskey, we begin to see her

as less than human. When we take away
her status as a complex, functioning individual in our society, we take away the
collective woman’s right to be treated

equally. This billboard implies that we
like our’ women just as smooth as our

magazines, etc., consistently tell us that
in order to be sexually
appealing, women
must be thin, busty,

white and wealthy.
The “Smooth Mat-

ters” billboard is no exception.

and girls.
With little or no self-esteem, it becomes harder to expect the treatment we

deserve.

—

When we allow mainstream media to

strip women of their self-esteem,
women are more vulnerable to violence.
Buying the whiskey to “get” the girl

matters. As we begin to break the si-

lence around sexual assault, and more

and more women begin to share their

stories, the astounding correlation between alcohol consumption and sexual

violence becomes blatantly obvious.

The “Smooth Matters” billboard links

sex with alcohol. Using this overt con-

nection to sell a product — alcohol — is

incredibly irresponsible and disregards
the fact that one in four women will be
sexually assaulted in her lifetime.

When we imply that is OK to get her
drunk in order to get her into bed, we
add fuel to the fire of violence that is

By creating and maintaining a category in which few woman can exist,

overtaking our communities.
Recently, local activists have exercised responsibility where the Black

tempting to live up to an unattainable

Velvet

many women spend their whole lives atbeauty standard. Working desperately
to fit into an unrealistic category damages the self-esteem of many women

advertising

executives

and

Humboldt County billboard people are

see Womens,
next page
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the prevalence
of rape in our

° CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

. lacking. Taking matters into
their own hands, unidentified
citizens spray-painted their
own political message over the

billboard.

Painting

over

“smooth,” the activists wrote
the word “rape,” so that the billboard, for the few short hours
that it remained enhanced,
read “rape matters.”
_.
The woman in the advertisement was also given a generous

patch of underarm hair, chal- lenging traditional female
beauty standards.
However, the billboard was
returned to its original state
immediately, in contrast to the

Caltrans billboard on the other
side of the highway which re-

culture more controversial

mand that safety, which is a
human right, be granted to all

than criticizing Caltrans? Be-

of our citizens.

cause, as a culture, we continue

to silence issues around sexual
violence in the lives of women
and girls.
.
The activists involved in enhancing the “Smooth Matters”
billboard, however, have challenged us to raise our voices.
Rape has a horrible impact
on allof our lives,
and it does
‘matter. An upcoming local
event also encourages us to
raise our voices against the violence that permeates the lives
of so many women.
Take Back the Night, an annual event sponsored by HSU’s

Women’s Center, provides a

mains spray-painted to this day

safe space for community mem-

Why is calling attention to

bers to band together and de-

Letters: Shue spats

.

The rally takes place on Friday, at 6 p.m. on the University

Quad, and features Alix Olson,
a talented spoken word performance artist, as well as local
activists and musicians.
For more information, please
contact the Women’s Center at
826-4216.
Challenging dangerous media images matters. Standing
upas
a community to say “NO!”
to violence matters. Rape mat‘ters.
Shanna Butler
Women’s Center director and .
Erin Fairchild
oe
Back the i ch volun-
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The HSU athletics department is not in violation of Title IX
Question: Was there a purpose to the April 10 article “Athletics department in need of
change?” I mean other than a

by the NCAA's rules and regulations as intercollegiate athlet-

play intercollegiate athletics
for four years) that means this

ics are. To compare the two is

individual’s last year of play

bitch season for disgruntled

to compare apples and oranges.
They are not the same and it

athletes.
lexpected
the reporter to pro-

just shouldn’t be done.
The next fact that should

would have been the 1999 season, the last year of the old
head coach.

vide some sort of factual evi-

have been shared with the read-

dence that either supported

ing public regards misleading

their complaints, or gave read-

information given by a student-

ers a reason to doubt what was

athlete involved in football.
The last time the football

being said.
For example, it would have

team went 8-1-1 was in 1995 and

been helpful to know that club

the three years that followed

sports do not fall under the au-

that which were reported, “not

thority of the athletics department, that they are themselves

to be very good,” were under a
head coach that is no longer

an entirely separate
clubs and activities.

entity,

here:
as
This same
:
athlete continues

The athletics department
deals only with intercollegiate
athletics and is governed not
only by the administration of
the university itself, but also by
the NCAA.
Club sports are not governed

talking about the football
coaching staff as he has played
for the current coaching staff.
Since he experienced the
three bad years after the one
good one, which equals four

yearsof play (and you can only

Everything that he said may
very well be true about the old
coach, but how is the public to
know what time era is in question without the information

beginning provided for them.
Now forgive me for making
an assumption here, but I’m
positive some things have

changed under the new regime.
And as I could state a dozen
more facts that managed to slip
through the cracks, I’ll make
this my last one: It is no lie that
HSU athletics was under re-

view for Title IX, but the key
element that was left out is the
review board found that HSU
was not in violation
of Title IX.
A fact that constantly seems to
be left out whenever the subject
came up.
Although I’m not a journalist, I know that “public enlightenment is the forerunner of
justice and the foundation of
democracy. The duty of the
journalist is the further those

ends by seeking the truth and
providing a fair and comprehensive account of events and
issues,” (from the preamble of
the Society of Professional
Journalists Code of Ethics.)

Jessie Hogue
kinesiology/sports medicine

junior

—
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CAVEAT EMPTOR
Before responding
to advertisements
requesting
money to be sent or giving
a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Businees Bureau to verify
the authenticity of the company. The LumberJack is not responsible
for the validity of

any offers advertised,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

for RCAA Youth Service
Bureau.
Exp. in crisis
intervention, group
facilitation
and working with
youth ages 10-24.
BA or
equiv. street outreach/youth
exp. + 1 year supv. youth or

social workers. Part-Full
time,
$8 per hour. full job description available

Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, 80 call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at 888-9233236 or viet www.campusfundraiser.com.

at: Redwood Community
Action Agency,
904 G St.,

Eureka. Deadline: April 23,
2002,
4 p.m. EOE

FOR RENT
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CHARMING ONE-BEDROOM COTTAGE: $85 per night with a two night
minimum (9 percent tax). $300 per
week. Book now for
week.
Other dates available.
Call 442-6068.

MOVING VAN FOR RENT: 14ft. with
driver. You load and we'll go anywhere!
_ Call 707-830-2173.

me). wy.\Va=

STUDENTS! Make your reservation
now at Bud's Mini
1180
Sth St.,
a
eee

STREET ADDRESS

Subscribe to The
Lumberjack and
rest assured
YOU WON'T
MISS OUT.

Applications (required) and

CITY, STATE, ZIP
SEND YOUR CHECK, PAYABLE TO THE LUMBERJACK, TO:
HUMBOLDT
STATE UNIVERSITY
NELSON HALL EAST 6 ¢ ARCATA, CA 96521
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& eve shifts

18hrs
per week
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ing models. 200 to 400 watts.
at 826-9505 (if phone just ema
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HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY —
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TEL 826-3341

www. humboldt.edu/~career
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to: 1645 Bird
CA 95519. Please
to reach you.
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Elliott Brooks

Everson Corrigan
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Ken Panko
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Men Against Violence
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Driondo Habeslea

Kevin Gotchet

Lee Phillips

Benjamin Taylor
Garrett Kelly

Michael Peters
Jeremy Brown
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Jacob Thelsen

Robert Madden

Agustin Barajas
Mark Blackhurst
Alex Selefe
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS
corner

Sth &

J, Arcata

« 822-2228

& HOLIDAYS

reservations

